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A complete ground vibration and aeroelastic analysis
 
was made of a modified version of the Grumman American
 
Yankee, Fig. 1. The aircraft had been modified for four
 
empennage configurations-Fig. 2, a wing boom was added,
 
a spin chute installed-Fig. 3, and provisions included
 
for large masses in the wing tip to vary the lateral and
 
directional inertia. Other minor changes were made which have
 
much less influence on the flutter and vibrations.
 
This report contains information necessary to show aero­
elastic conformity according to FAR Part 23. Neither static
 
divergence nor aileron reversal was considered since the wing
 
structure was not sufficiently changed to affect its static
 
aeroelastic qualities. These were covered under the original
 
certification of the Bede BD-l.
 
The aircraft was found to be free from flutter in all
 
of the normal modes explored in the ground shake test. The
 




II. GROUND SHAKE TESTS
 
A ground vibration survey was conducted in compliance
 
with the Federal Air Regulations. Constant force frequency
 
sweeps were made to determine the relative amplitude of the
 
natural modes of the airplane. Subsequently, constant
 
force, constant frequency vibration amplitude patterns
 
were mapped to determine the dynamic qualities of the air­
plane which might contribute to flutter divergence. The
 
following sections describe the equipment and procedures
 




The vibration survey was made using two electrodynamic
 
exciters which could be operated from separate power supplies.
 
The amplifiers were driven from a single oscillator which
 
could be smoothly tuned to any frequency within a practical
 
range. Two accelerometers were used to record the motion.
 
The vibration amplitudes were monitored by a displacement
 
read-out on a meter which provided two signal integrations.
 
A selector on the meter also allowed velocity or acceleration
 
to be read out. A reference accelerometer was placed on
 
the airplane in such a position to always provide a strong
 
coherent signal. The output of this accelerometer was
 
read into the horizontal trace of an oscilloscope while a
 
second "roving" accelerometer signal was input to the
 
vertical. This allowed phase to be easily determined.
 
The shaker power supplies could be switched to operate
 
either in phase or 1800 out of phase. An oscillograph
 




IThe 	shake test was run using
 
NASA furnished equipment. Fiure 4 shows the NASA
 












 Model 6050 [RC No. 153681
 
Exciter Control I M 6
 
Type 1019 Exact Electronics ON OFF
 
Function Generator
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 Ballantine Laboratories, Inc.
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Left Shaker MB Electronics LRC No. 147619 Model No. PM 50 SN821 LRC No. 134340
 
Right Shaker Gilmore LRC No. 173145 

-MB Electronics
Power Amplifier Model 2250 MB
 
Small Shaker 
LTV Ling Altec Ltd. LRC No. 154636 LRC No. 165063
 
Gilore
Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation 
 Power Amplifier Model 2250 MB
 
Recording Oscillograph Model 5-124A LRC No. 173997 
LRC No. 139627 




A vibration survey of the modified Yankee airplane was
 
conducted in the experimental hangar at NASA, Langley. The
 
airplane was prepared for the first sequence of tests by
 
placing it in the flight configuration.
 
Next,:it was necessary to isolate the aircraft from the
 
ground in such a way that the influence of the floor would
 
not be read into the vibration data. The gear tire pres­
sures were set to the nominal working pressure. One vibra­
tion exciter and an accelerometer were attached to the right
 
wing tip and the lowest symmetrical wing resonance was
 
excited. This occurred at 8.25 CPS. In this condition, the
 
effect of the main gear tire stiffness would be felt the most.
 
The tires were then deflated to 1/4 of the nominal pressure.
 
Upon repeated excitation of the lowest symmetrical mode in the
 
minimum weight condition no tire pressure effects could be
 




The conclusion was that the airplane was suspended in an
 
effectively "free-flight" state allowing the vibration
 
survey to be conducted in a simulated zero speed flight
 




Instrumentation (Fig. 4)'was set up to provide for data
 
taking. Figure 5 shows a typical reference accelerometer
 
attachment to solid structure beside a roving accelerometer.
 
Care was taken in preventing an accelerometer from being
 
affixed to soft structure or near a loose or rattling ele­
ment inside the structure. The roving accelerometer was
 
attached by double adhesive tape so it could be repeatedly
 
concentrated on a predetermined hard point. Prior to
 
selecting the points to be probed, the structure surrounding
 
the location was studied. For example, the wing pick-up
 
points were chosen at ribs of the bonded structure to provide
 
stiffest load path to a spar. This minimized the possibil­
ity of a local deformation in a rib causing a fictiQious
 
result. Figure 6 shows the shaker arrangement An adjust­
able length light weight pushrod had a screw affixed to each
 
end so that it could be screwed into both the wing structure
 
and the shaker. An adjustment clamp (Fig. 7) would allow the smaller
 
end of the pushrod to be tied tightly to or slide and rotate
 
inside the larger end. This provided safety for both the
 
shaker and the aircraft should the aircraft be inadvertently
 
rocked on the soft landing gear. Figure 8 shows a smaller
 
shaker attachment for use on the empennage. The lighter
 
armature made it more desirable because of the mass effects
 
on the modes and frequencies.
 
The symmetrical wing modes were obtained by symmetrically
 
forcing both wing tips. The shaker attachments were made by
 
removing,screws from the close-out ribs which secure the tip
 
and replacing them with the shaker push rod attachments.
 
Again, the sitffest load path to the spats was chosen so
 
that artificial phaselags between force and displacement
 
and spurrious responses would not occur. The shakers
 
were put in phase and the amplitude of the power supply to
 
the right wing exciter adjusted until both wing tips had
 
the same displacement amplitude (as measured by the roving'
 
accelerometer probe). Unsymmetrical excitation was accom­
plished in the same fashion with the exciters 1800 out of
 
phase. Vibration modes and frequency sweeps were recorded
 
and are shown in Appendix A. Damping decays were individually
 
obtained by exciting a normal mode and instantly cutting the
 




Wing torsion modes were excited by attaching both
 
exciters to the left tip. The exciter levels were balanced
 
to obtain pure torsion (E.A. becoming a nodal line) as well
 
as possible. By placing the front shaker below the front
 
spar and the rear exciter on a rib near the trailing edge,
 
the force level of the rear exciter fell to nearly zero to
 
obtain the stationary elastic axis. The center of the
 
turbular spar sufficiently represented the elastic axis.
 
An attempt was made to differentiate between antisymmetrical
 
and symmetrical torsion modes. The frequency and nodal
 
difference was too subtle to discern.
 
The empennage vibration survey was conducted in much
 
the same manner as for the wing.- Both the large and small
 
shaker were used. Both empennage symmetrical (vertical)
 
and antisymmetrical (lateral) modes were excited and probed.
 
The influence of the large exciter mass was shown to be
 
negligible in the vertical modes by attaching a single shaker
 
to the tail skid and exciting the same (vertical) modes.
 
Fuselage side bending 'modes were studied by shaking horizon­




The control surfaces were excited to determine the circuit
 
resonances. The aileron circuit resonance was obtained by
 
placing accelerometers kon both surfaces at mirror image points.
 
The small shaker was always used for shaking the control sur­
faces. Vibration was induced over the frequency range until
 
the probes showed in-phase motion., In the case of the ele­
vator and rudder, a pick-up was placed on the surface itself
 
and another on the controls in the cockpit. The influence
 
of the shaker mass was shown to be negligible by exciting a
 
control surface mode, adding a mass equivalent to the exciter
 




The raw vibration data are contained in Appendix A.
 
The modes used in the flutter analysis were normalized,
 
plotted and averaged as per Fig. 9. The remainder of the
 
modes used are shown in the input data to the flutter
 
analysis in digital form, Section IV.
 
A summary of the modal frequencies found ii the shake
 
test are as follows:
 
1. Wing Bending Modes
 
Symmetrical Bending 8.25 Hz
 
Assymetrical Bending 44.0 Hz
 
First Torsion (no wing boom) 32.5 Hz
 






























Fuselage Vertical Bending * 
Horizontal Stabilizer Bending * 
Fuselage Side Bending * 
Fuselage Torsion * 
5. Tail 4
 
Horizontal Stabilizer Bending 33.9 
Fuselage Vertical Bending * 
Fin Bending 31.87 
Fuselage Side Bending 14.87 
Fuselage Torsion 16.3 
Stabilizer Yaw * 
During the previous vibration surveys, the control
 
surface motions were monitored at several descriptive'loca­
tions. In addition, the control surfaces were excited
 
directly to determine their pertinent dynamic properties.
 
The rudder was excited at the trailing edge. For
 
either rudder, the circuit frequency was 12.1 CPS. Rudder
 
torsion modes were found to be at 48 and 106 CPS for the
 
long and short rudders respectively.
 
The aileron circuit resonance was not investigated
 
since it had been studied in previous analyses.
 
The elevator torsion mode, for the split elevator,
 
occurred at 44.2 CPS. The continuous elevator had a sig­
nificantly higher frequency which was not monitored
 




Throughout the shake test, consideration was given only
 
to those modes which might influefice the flutter speed.
 
Modes such as wing second symmetrical bending were out of
 
the frequency range of interest and were therefore not
 
monitored. Also, numerous modes were the same in the dif­
ferent tail configurations. These also were not monitored.
 




III. DETERMINATION OF AIRPLANE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
 
The airplane physical properties were obatined by
 
several methods. These include measurement of the actual
 
part, calculation from drawings and engineering data, and
 
reference to NASA and Grumman/American engineering person­
nel. The results and description of the method of determina­
tion are described in the following sections. In addition,
 
the computer input data in Section IV lists the geometric
 
inertial and aerodynamic and elastic properties.
 
A. Wing Mass and Geometry
 
The wing mass distribution was primarily obtained from
 
the data in Appendix B. First, the wing was conceptually broken
 
into nine streamwise (Fig. 10) elements per side to conform to
 
the requirements of the digital computer program (see
 
Appendix C). Next, the section inertial properties, includ­
ing mass, static moment, mass moment of inertia, aileron
 
mass, mass moment and static unbalance were calculated.
 
Some of the properties were measured at NASA and Grumman/
 
American or obtained from previous certification reports.
 
In some instances, numerical integration of the section was
 
necessary to obtain inertial data. For example,
 




Several configurations were defined. These include the 
wing alone, the wing plus wingtip boom and the wing olus-a ­
150 pound tip weight. 
The wing geometric properties were obtained by refer­
ence to Grumman/American drawings or by direct measurement.
 
B. Empennage Mass and Geometry
 
The empennage, including the spin chute, was conceptually
 
segmented in a manner similar to the wing. The main difference
 
is that the fuselage and spin chute were distributed into lumped
 




is described in Introduction to Flutter and Virbation,
 
Scanlan and Rosenbaum, MacMillan. The arrangement is shown
 
in the working drawing (Fig. 12). A breakdown of rudder
 
components for weight and C.G. locations is shown in Fig. 13.
 
Additional discussions of wing and empennage mass and
 








The wing/aileron flutter analysis was conducted by
 
the use of the digital computer program listed in Appendix
 
C. The comment cards at the beginning explain the input
 
requirements as well as the output results. More should
 
be said about the output so that a quick scan of the output
 
included in this section may be most productive. The
 
column "Cycles to.Damp (1/2 amplitude)" will read 9999999
 
when the flutter boundary is exceeded. The left hand column
 
"Velocity" at this point yields the flutter speed. The
 




The flutter analysis of the wing showed that no diver­
gence would occur below the design dive speed. The indi­
cated air speed of 214 miles per hour was found to be safe.
 
All combinations of wing geometry were studied, including the
 
wing less the wingtip boom, the wing with the wingtip boom
 
and the wing with cameras and ballast weight at the tip.
 
The vibration modes used in the flutter analysis were
 
derived from the shake test data. All of the combinations
 
of mode coupling, altitude, control surface natural fre­
quencies and inertial properties are displayed in the input
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14 362.94 
- L5 MMOM=7298.7y 4054,2y 5273.2y 426023v 5482,3" 5517,J' 5622,4, 54. 
16 15187.71 
:: 17 WB'Mv=-.073 , -. 0.122Y, .0487v ,.1521Y 2981, .444P, .61JlY. ,2Y
 1.
 
18 WTM=O5' .203Y +271Y .41 6 9 .534,P .644, +761, .8/4Y 1.Y, 
19 SMTCRD=4.,, 24,v 24.p 21.v 2,4.v 24.y 24 24,, 24,Y
20 DELTrXA=8,,78v' 10+Y 10+Y 10.y 7.p, 
"" 	 2.1 SETM,60,Y *86625Y,'.8.662UY'86625v -3 .2592y 
22 MIBETA=5.6183 6,399Y 6.399Y 6.399, 11.915Y 
23 FS=.401p ,UOby .596, ./06, 431Y, 
"" 24 CAPFSA=,613, .68' .76' .825, .89,' 
25 BSA=5.*(24 Y, 
> 26 CMA=5*24.319, 
SH -'15*0.Y 
28 HSW=15*0,Y 
' 29 1T'Of£ 1b--U:RO,, 9N 
> 30 ZCONTL Il=Ov &ENt 
>: 31 &GONI2 WB=10 c: 
32. &CONT2 'WB=20. ,' ENfl
 
33 &CONT2 WB-30., &END
 



























NO, 002 	 DATE 05-20-72 PAGE No. 
RUN ElY 
YANKEE WING' 	 FIRST BENDING fORS IUi 
WING BOOM - 8.25/19,8 
104000 SB 	= 0.00 ALT = 0. -WH = .25 WA 19.90 
GB = 0,030 UEB = 0.0 US = 0.030 OR 100 
VELOCITY CANPINU LIAMPING FRE ULUENCY CYc ro DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (0) (LAoMRDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 	 0,0 1.99522 21,16993 735455
 
0,0 0,/5441 8-00457 7, 5455
 
45.28 -0,00946 2,62049 2[,14123 5.59209
 
:17,15 -0.0.1.005 1.00742 8,00758 5.50955
 
90.20 -0.019J3 3124992 2",05445 4 49054
 
34,34 -0,02042 1.26988 8.01624 4.375U8
 
148,78 -0.03250 4.09321 20434614 3.53011
 
57.35 0..03507 1,64267 8,03546 3.39068
 
218.04 	 -0.00949 5.10274 20. 45349 2,77566
 
'8644 -0,05502 2,15552 8.07055 2o59524
 
284.07 -0,06532 5.94532 19.85351 2,31465
 
l16,5 -0.07716 2.73283 8.11764 2,05894
 
330,61 -o,075,11 6-38916 19 29363 2,09314
 
139.88 -0.09623 3.2:716 8.L6312 1,74791 
362,77 -0.08091 6.55676 18,81803 1.98936 
158,14 -0.11182 3.66464 S.20291 1 t55579 
392,11 -0,08404 '6.55049 18.30509 [.93470 
176.67 -0.12856 4.10831 8,24771 1,39155
 
410,58 -0.03438 6,38348 17.76494 i,92901
 
195,52 -0.14665 4,60512 8.29797 1,24899
 
4q2.19 -0,08152 6,02693 1720J0o 1'9,850
 
214.74 --0.16638 5.15423 835428 1 L2350
 
463.02 -0.07507 5,48848 [6.62010 2,09999
 
23-q,39 -0.18811 5,76/73 8,41726 1,01156
 
481.24 	 -0,06461 4.77001 16,04/91 2.33199 
. -0.21233 6,46162 8,48757 0,91040254.52 

.51082 2.80056 3,68905
-0,02981 1 q.90504 
296,52 -0.27093 8.17955 86588 0,73318 
534.16 	 0,02689 0,13524 13,85'26 71,00992
 
.340,96 -0,34893 10452737 8,84317 0,58226
 
1386,88 -0.45061 13.63!59 9.03086 0o.,5907
 
556.99 0.10563 0.0 .300168 99999,00000
 
474,34 -0,68344 20.a8096 9.22704 0Z30926
 
617,80 0.28133 0,0 12,01756 99999,00000
 
551,79 -0.88811 26.53624 9,20015 0.24032
 
691.09 	 0,42604 0.0 11,52288 99999,00000
 
620.83 -1.05167 30.77848 9,05742 0.20398
 
765.40 	 0.54024 0.0 1l,16c 63 99999.00000 
-i1779016236 I S,4903 B57YVI0.1,26d
 





N NO. 002 DATE 05-20-77 PAGE NO. 2
 
> ,RUN BY 
YANKEE WING, FIRSr 0ENOIIN/TORSIO 
WING BOOM - 8.25/19.8 
" WBR = 20.000 SB = 0+00 ALT = 0. WI- = 8.2Ls WA = 19.80 
GB = 0.030 GED = 0.0 GS - 0.030 RR 1=.000 
VELOCITY CA IPING 0AMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
> (EAS-MPH) (0) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1,99523 21. 17002 ,351,55 
0.0 0.0 0.75441 8.00457 7.3b455 
" 45.28 -0.00944 2,619"17 21.14122 5A:9428 
17.15 -0.01005 1.00744 8,00758 5. 50919 
90.20 -0,01911 3.24815 21.05.qL5 -1,.9251 
34.34 0.02043 1.2699/ 8,01623 qi,37527 
148.77 -0.03250 4,09272 20,8;519 3.53038 
. 5735 -0.03509 1.643 [0 8.03545 3.38960 
. 218.82 -0.04957 5w10740 20,43154 277286 
06.44 -0.0b507 2.15202 8,070U7 2.5954, 
204,03 -0-06556 5.95934 19.85039 2.30806 
116.15 -0.07731 2..73667 9.11778 2.05609 
330,56 -0,07582 6.41.298 19, 29020 208499 
1,-119+89 -'0 09650 3. 24414 8. J6347 I .744q22 
" 362.70 -0,08147 6,58880 18681443 1,97930 
> Ib8.15 -0,11221 3.66505 8-203U2 -1.55148 
392 .03 -0,08477 6 +59884 18 30233 1.9"250 
176.69 -0.12912 4.12335 8.24868 1,38663 
418.50 -0.08526 6.43163 17.76163 1 9424 
195,55 '-0.14743 4.62627 0.29945 1.24350 
- -42.11 -0,08254 6,08136 17.20019 1.96047 
214.79 -0,16744 5.18336 0,35643 1.1[74Y 
. 462.96 -0.07620 5 .54,' 13 .6,62586 207751 












* 510.66 -0.03088 2.85089 14,90606 3.62418 
296,76 -0.27410 8,27249 8.65905 0,72554 
534.40 0.02b38 0. 15765 13 86033 60. 93945 
> 34J.30 --0.35411 10.68462 8.85.q27 0+57441 
> 387.52 -0.45847 13.88137 9.04580 0.45169 
557,6/ 0,10589 0,0 J3.01./62 99999+00000 
4.5.55 -0,69740 21.13902 9.25040 0,,,-0332 
619.93 0.28246 0.0 12.05906 99999,00000 
554+05 -0,91009 27.28299 9+2o/94 0,23470 
695.03 0, 42907 0 0 1.1. 58846 99999,00000 
* 624.71 -1.0S413 31.90025 9.1 1399 0.19803 
- 771-60 0.54471 0+0 11,25710 99999,00000 
688,34 -1+22281 3,513298 8.92651 0.17611 
: 845.77 0.63686 0.0 10.96813 ?9999.00000 
PN,PUN NO 002 ClIA. 05--,20-7,' .AGC 
7 ONOG P'
 




> YANKEE WI1NG FFIRST BENfING/TOISION 
WING BOh - 8.25/19.8 
WR -x30.000 HB 0.00 fLT = 0. WH = 8.25 Wt = .9,80 
>.Gf = 0.030 UEB - 0.0 OS = 0.030 OR = L,000 
VELOCITY CfANFING .0AMF'ING FREQUENCY CYC 10 L!iAMP 
(EAS-MPI-I) (0) (LAMBDA) (CPS) 12 AI"L) 
> 0,0 0,0 	 1.99523 21. 17001 7,35455 
0.0 0.0 	 0.75441 8.00457 7.35455 
45.28 -0.00944 2.6L928 21.14122 ,59,68
 
17.15 -0.01005 1.00744 8.00758 5,50918 
. 90.20 . -0,01911 3.2 L8 21,05409 4.49287 
34.34 -0.02013 1,26998 0.01623 4,3752J 
140.77 -0,03250 4.09264 20 84502 3, ,5",)041 
" 57,35 -0.03509 1. ,4318 8 . 0354 e 3.38964
' 	 26.802 -0.04958 5.10824 20.43118 .3" 
- 86.44 -0.05509 2 15730 8.0/057 2.593I 
28,02- " -0.06560 5.9619] i.984984 2.,3080 
> 116.15 -0,07734 2.73738 8.11780 2 .05556 
330.54 -0.07590 6.41738 19,28955 2.08349
 
139.89 -0.09655 3.2455 .5 8. 16a53 i,/4353 
> 362.69 -0,08158 6.59-476 18,81374 197741? 
158.15 -0.11228 3.66702 8.20363 1.55067
 
:392,02 -o,08490 6.60640 18,50164 1.92023
 
-176.69 -0.12922 4, L2621 9,24885 1.38570 
I -), 6.14060 17.76097 1.91147"J.8,48 08543 
L95.56' -0.14758 4,63032 8.29972 1.24245 
442.10 -0.09274 6.09172 17.19961 1.95707
 
.	 21400 -0.16765 5.18898 8.35683 1.1L631
 
462,95 -0.07642 555841 16.62539 2Y07323
 
* 	 234.49 -0,18981 5.81494 8.42085 1,00378 
481,19 -0.06604 4.841b4 16.04615 2,29728 
254.67 -0.21457 6.52501 8.49249 0.90215 
. 510.86 -0.03109 2.86092 1.:.90623 3.61L51 
: 296.81 -0,2Y473 8429108 8+66044 0,72403 
: 534,44 0 02627 O.16242 13,865154 59.15472 
30i.47 -0.35517 10,/1669 8,05646 0.57233
*:" 	 537,65 .-0. .46010 13.9,i25:1 9,0480 0• 50.1 
557Y.82 0,10593 0,0 13,0209Z 99999.00000 
47580 -0,70045 21,23924 9.25547 O,30206 
620.39 0.29266 0.0 	 12,06806 99999,00000 
554,57 -0,9L520 27,45700 9.24657 0,23543 
695.93 0.42950 0.0 	 11,60348 99999.00000 
625.66 -1.09221 32.18054 9.12790 019661 
773,12 0.54568 0.0 11.27915 99999.00000 
689.92 -1.23480 35,55093 8.94704 0,170144 













2 YANKEE WING' UNSYM BENDING/TORSION
 
: 3 WING BOOM - 8.25/44,0
 
4 1 
&flnTA. N.20y NWS"9y NAS=.Uy NHY=0 BRL24, A=-8.53r C-5. 8% 
0 E=1404, ALT=O.p WHf.25, WA=-44 O, GBEf=O,037 GS-"O,05
 
7 GR=1,y GEB=O y &END
 
8 £lATf2 CKzzy 0.25Y 0,5y 0.833Y L.25y 1,67V 2.y 2.25Y
 
9 	 2y5 , 2.75Y 3.y 5y A,,, 4.5y y 6.y 7. 8,' 9,, 
DELTAX=20,9, 13+9y 15.y 16.2y 15.7y L5.8, 16./ 15.0y 18,hV
31.1 YBARO. 28.1 40.5 58.3y 744 r 90.2y L06.5y 122.2, iJ9 
12 STRIPM=622,y 26.41Y 28.69y 30.78Y 29,8,y 002 30,591 2945 42.871. 
1-7) SALPIA-2052.6, 07.15Y 94.6%8 101,57Y 99.44Y 99.077 io0,)5, 97.19 
> 	 14 362.94v 
NMOM=7298,Yy 4854.2y 5273.2v 4260.5y b482,3v 5517Z7y 5622.4 54.12.,V1o
I. ISI87.71Y
 
* 17 WBM'-0.y ,363v -.393Y -0306y -.166Y .045Y .310, .637y k, 
> s18 WTN=O.v .203v ,271 .416Y 534y .644Y .761y .874Y I.U 
19 SHICRII=24,, 24.y 24, 24.y 24.y, 24.1 24, 24.y 24ov 
.- DLLXA=8.78, 10,y 10., 1., 7... 
:- 21 SBETA=.76057v 86625y +86625, 86625y -3.3592Y 
22 MIBETfA=5,618y 6.399v 6.399Y 6.3?9 11915, 
23 FSfzO,, *12iy .290y .49y .6599 
*:. 24 CAFFSA=,613, .68y ,76y .025. 089y 
- BSA=5*24.y 
26 CNA=5*24.319y 
. 27 BS-k LU:0 
S 28 HSW-15*0. 
29 HTMOtE=i50, &END
 
&CONTI 	 I1=l- &END) 
31 aCONr2 WB:O,, &END 
$ 05y $1 .13T 
9
 




YAiNKEE WTNG,' UNSYM mllimqrI'No/TORSJ'ON
 
WING BOOM - 8.25/4.4,0
 
WBER 0.0 SB 0.00 ALT = 0. WI"I 8-25 WA = 44.00
 
013 0.030 GEB = 0.0 8s - 0.030 OR 1,000
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING. FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MFI I) (G) (LAiB.A ) COP:-S) (1/2 AifLl) 
> 0.0 0,0 0.,26250 8,09036 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 	 4.30182 4b.6437'0 7.35455 
97,62 -0.01129 5.91233 45.57514 5 . ,4314
 
. 17.34 -0.00990 1.01451 8.09355 5,.5297
 
194.33 .0 0,8 	 45.,36290 1.21207
.	 7, 46506 

34.71 -0.02057 1 28738 8.10254 4.36257
 
320.02 -0.. 03463 Q.10433 44. 0391.1 3,41379
5/.95 -0.03735 1.71793 8-.LL923 327615
 
: 470,70 -0.03791 9.37592 43.94971 3.24915 
. 87.07 --0. 06240 2,,Lj992 8, 129iY9 2,/777617,60 

-0. 03984 9,47006 43.16304 3.15927
 
116 ,22 -0.0834. 2. 8940V 83.,12-27i 1.,945-45
 
72/.13 -0,05014 10.68374 42.43320 2,75302
 
. 139.29 -0.09759 3.25827 8.128/q 1.72927
 
:" 804,84 -0,05984 11.S,7866 41.Y4923 2.4558"
 
156.92 -0.10895 3.55321 8, L3-72 1,58788
 
877,57 -0.06930 12. /S L149 40. 9696'5 2.22181
 
174.65 -0.12X14 3.87167 8,5".- .,4b978
 
9-,5.22 -0,077/8 13,58343 40.H1159 2 04711
 
192.49 --0. J.3412 4.2 L2 82169t0 I . 445
 
. 1007,86 -0,08492 14,15599 39,2L023 1.91993
 
210.42 -0.1 179 4 ,5--17249 a0 L8631 L,2409? 
1-.065.59 -0.09056 1.4.49q405 38.26724 1.03006 
2-.8.44 -0,16209 4,9506L 8.,0380 1.14,864 
1112,60 -0.09465 14.60711 37,30183 1. 77008 
246.,55 -0.17694 5.34518 822178 1.06618 
1.21L.5L -'0. 09816 14.2J328 35 .34185 1 172 .51 
: 	 283,04 -0.20819 6,18010 8.25079 0.92629
 
1.2138,07 -'0. 09504 ., 42.,864 175333
13.2 L50,-.5 	 .
 
319.89 -0.24135 7.07275 8.29680
 
1353.2 -0.08838 11.747.12 31,58795 1.86388
 
* 	 357,09 . -0.2761 8402124 8,0 3353 0,72031. 
1452,50 -0,06125 8,09959 20,25440 2,41796 
* 	 4,2.56 -0, 35.1 10 00 L7 8.41.42, 0 E.57837 
1525,96, -0.02291 4.22906 25,442(34 4.17012 
509.37 -0.4 335 12,36809 8.49294 0.47597 
.595.58 0.02162 0.60875 23.13242 26,3Z96,) 
587.33 -0.5222= 14.86534 8,56871 03995U 
666 ,09 -0,61672 17. 54Q-90 8,6379," 0, 34 L 16
 




::RUN NO. 003 DATE 05-20-77 PAGE 1t]. . 
RUN DY 
YANKEE WING9 UNSYMi BEND.NtI/TORS.BiN 
> WING BOOM- 8.25/44,0 
> WER = 10.000 SB = 0.00 ALT = 0. WH 8.25 WA -: 44.0,C 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 . aS - 0.030 OR 1,000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPINO FREQUENCY CYC 1TO DAMP 
" (EAS-MHF() () LAMBDA (CPS) (1/2, AMPL) 
0,0 0.0 4,2985Y 45o60929 "Y,35455 
0.0 0.0 0 7635 8,08876 7.55455
 
97,61. -0,0.1402 6,30258 45.56903 5,01163
 
17,33 -0.00908 0.99 44 8.09103 5,6-'q531 
194,70 -0.02810 8U.30691 C5,44/21 3.79223 
34,69 -0. 01852 L.234,6 8 09,739 4.54706 
322.27 -0.04732 10,96863 45.15427 2.85347 
57.89 -0.03196 1 57086 8,1.1074 356076 
477.35 -0.07145 14.20-?89 44 .5/081 24 1749o
 
87,11 -0,05038 2.05390 8,13308 2 , 74 ",75 
625+88 -0+09503 17. 18153 43.74146 1 76465 
116,75 -0+07074 2.53242 8.15981 2,190 8 
735+65 -0+11221 19,[8011 42,93030 1.[5146 
140.22 -0.08794 3.03L94 8.18281 1+87072 
. 81 -15 --0,12400 20.43237 4223196 1,43268 
> 158,10 -0.10165 3,39181 8.20108 1 67597 
. 88.29 -0. 1.3446 2.1, .1600 41, 4,"040 L, 160 
176.07 -0.1159L 3.76781 C.299. 1 Li L9 
" 957,91 -0.14337 22.1!315 40. 65499 1. 7263 
- 194.13 -0. 13070 4,15949 8,23921 I+.3-7301 
102"-. 91 -0,15059 22,57748 39 . 79566 1. 22176 
212,29 -0+14600 4,506644 8.25386 t,25363 
1083,28 -0.15601 2273343 38+90251 1,18615 
- 230,53 -0.16180 4,90834 8.27802 1.110-­
L.39.i0 -0+15959 22,62468 57.+98543 1.16376248,87 -0, L7807 5, 24191 8 ,9902 1,06038 
1237,77 -0.16127 21.70 L5-4 36,116 1 1.15355 
285.83 -0,21203 6.34130 8j4000 0.91J62
 
: 1320,64 -0.15607 20.02258 34.25263 1, 18577
 
323, 1.6 .0,24779 7,31455 8,30155 0.79426
 
1389,,93 -0.14485 17+82187 32,44470 1,26189
 
360.86 -0.28532 8.34430 8 . 42346 0.69973
 
1496,99 -0,10842 12,66351 29.L1992 1.59591
 
437,35 -0+36560 10.57340 8 50752 0.55772
 
1575.87 -0,05987 7,41803 26.27504 2.45517
 
515.20 -0,45273 13,027'13 8.59005 0,45706
 
1639,41 -0,00553 2.67007 2 91'62 6.20902 
594,.14 -0.54628 15 69.287 8 66804 0 382387 
673,79 -0.64529 18,53738 8,73787 0 t,273 






- -	 31 &COHT2WB-29., -&NO-. ..... 

-'YANKEE 
 WNG 	FIRST BENDtNG/TRSIOHX &CONT2 W=30B.­
*EUY 	 WING-- 8250321.02, _$3; 15T 
tO~ThiN~2G,WS 5)e-A, 115 9,BR-24.;) 6 ..E=14.84, 	 A=-S .5 CALT=." i14.3% A=32.5,-'GBET=8.83,. GS6 8,-.
>" 7 GR=I., GEB=., 
, 
E­) 8 &DATA2 CK=., 0.25, 5<8.833;"- 25,1"67-
) 9 2-5, 2.75, ,3.3 .5, 4-.,- 4.5, 5 , 7- 8 - 9) [0 - -DELTAX=2:9, 13.9, 15. ,-162,-1 7-. "1.8;15 8, 1 I, ,18
I YBAR=.;- 28:1 40.5, 583,.74f3,-90 3, ;b-5 122. 
 . .
 
-. STRIPM=622:, 26.41,: 28.69, :30. 78,29 83.36 82 - 3,@45 ..
 
139039 . ­
.., 6. "- SALPHA=2B52.6, 87.15, 94.6S, 191.57, 9S 445 99 3 5. s"71O 
" 9 "14'- 113.49," '"" 





> 	 16 6320.9, - - -- ­
17 WBM=- 073, -.8122, .0487, 152t,-:2981;'"44+; .1 8
 
18 WrM=;., .23,.271; 416 .534, .644 1, .874;_,. .13 SIlICRO=24., 24 , 24 24.,-24.-, 24. ,24.,- 2C,-24.- - - ' 
20 DELTXA=8.78, 10., 10 , 10., 7., -21 SBETA= 76857, .86625, .86625, .86625. -3.
 
22 MIBETA=5.618, 6.393, 6.39, 6.399, 11 915,.

> 23 F3P=.481, .505, .596,-.706, .81,'
 




> 	 26 C1A=U524.319, 
­
> 	 27 BSH=159.,"
> 	 28 HSW=l5G.,. ..
 "
 
> 	 29 HTMOOE=15*0., &END " 
- .30 &CONTI ID=O, &END . 
JMOIhAL PAGM TR 
0 POOR QUALIM 
12 
1 RUN NO. 001 DATE 10-04-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE WING, FIRST BENDING/TORSION 
WBR = 10.000 
HEAVY WLNG 
SB = 0.00 
- 0.2/32.5 
ALT = 0. WH = 4.39 WA = 32.50 
GH = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 3.04563 32.31515 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 0.41089 4.35971 7.35455 
69.16 -0.02172 5.24629 32.28555 4.26563 
9.34 -0.00341 0.45763 4.36017 6.60407 
137.93 -0.04347 7.43156 32.19630 3.00299 
18.68 -0.00694 0.50622 4.36145 5.97203 
228.27 -0.07242 10.29054 31.98299 2.15431 
31.15 -0.01196 0.57526 4.36415 5.25853 
338.02 -0.10813 13.69629 31.56151 1.59728 
46.79 -0.01878 0.66946 4.36863 4.52325 
443.09 -0.14245 16.77679 30.96698 1.27943 
62.58 -0.02624 0.77283 4.37394 3.92299 
520.74 -0.16737 18.84267 30.38859 1.11788 
75.03 -0.03249. 0.85957 4.37848 3.53075 
576.26 -0.18463 20.15605 29.89217 1.02797 
84.48 -0.03743 0.92826 4.38205 3.27216 
628.71 -0.20025 21.23178 29.35180 0.95824 
93.94 -0.04253 0.99932 4.38571 3.04204 
677.97 -0.21405 22.06093 28.77381 0.90407 
103.42 -0.04778 1.07258 4.38943 2.83664 
723.95 -0.22590 22.64230 28.16484 0.86221 
112.92 -0.05317 1.14792 4.39319 2.65274 
766.64 -0.23576 22.98618 27.53161 0.83022 
122.44 -0.05869 1.22519 4.39698 2.48759 
806.09 -0.24361 23.10583 26.88064 0.80639 
131.97 -0.06434 1.30427 4.40078 2.33878 
875.63 -0.25347 22.75320 25.54949 0.77834 
151.08 -0.07596 1.46748 4.40841 2.08226 
933.59 -0.25617 21.76892 24.21403 0.77101 
170.26 -0.08799 1.63690 4.41603 1.86998 
981.33 -0-25271 20.34490 22.90703 0.78044 
189.51 -0.10039 1.81205 4.42363 1.69213 
1051.90 -0.23173 16.82478 20.46181 0.84299 
228.19 -0.12623 2.17856 4.43875 1.41227 
1097.97 -0.19843 13.13782 18.30682 0.9658t 
267.12 -0.15342 2.56640 4.45379 1.20291 
1127.90 -0.15838 9.73831 16.45512 1.17124 
306.31 -0.18204 2.97684 4.46880 1.04055 
1147.6" -0.11488 6.77400 14.88286 1.52289 
345.75 -0.21225 3.41242 4.43374 0.91076 
ORIGINAL ?AGE lb
 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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YANKEE WING, FIRST BENDING/TORSION
 
HEAVY WING - rw/32;5
WBR = 20.000 SB = 0.00 ALT = 0. WH = 4.39 WA = 32.50
 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000
 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPt) 
0.0 0.0 3.04565 32.31534 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 0.41089 4.35971 7.35455
 
69.16 -0.02170 5.24369 32.28542 4.26772
 
9.34 -0.00341 0.45764 4.36017 6.60399
 
137.92 -0.04344 7.42829 32.19529 3.00421
 
18.68 -0.00695 0.50624 4.36145 5.97181
 
228.25 -0.07244 10.29229 31.98015 2.15375
 
31.15 -0.01196 0.57532 4.36415 5.25796
 
337.96 -0.10838 13.71864 31.55593 1.59440
 
46.79 -0.01879 0.66965 4.36864 4.52196
 
442.98 -0.14315 16.84056 30.95929 1.27427
 
62.59 -0.02627 0.77329 4.37398 3.92069
 
520.60 -0.16860 18.95535 30.38057 1.11094
 
75.03 -0.03255 0.86039 4.37855 3.52747
 
576.12 -0.18637 20.31418 29.88504 1.01972
 
84.48 -0.03751 0.92945 4.38217 3.26806 
628.61 -0.20260 21.44485 29.34679 0.94856
 
93.95 -0.04265 1.00099 4.38587 3.03706
 
677.93 -0.21711 22.33630 28.77227 0.89287
 
103.43 -0.04794 1.07487 4.38966 2.83075
 
724.03 -0.22977 22.98746 28.16819 0.84937
 
112.93 -0.05339 1.15096 4.39349 2.64592
 
766.91 -0.24050 23.40497 27.54123 0.81565
 
122.45 -0.05897 1.22914 4.39737 2.47981
 
806.61 -0.24930 23.60181 26.89785 0.78995
 
131.99 -0.06469 1.30932 4.40129 2.33002
 
876.86 -0.26122 23.40776 25.58532 0.75763
 
151.11 -0.07651 1.47533 4.40919 2.07156
 
935.83 -0.26608 22.57695 24.27191 0.74519
 
170.31 -0.08879 1.64843 4.41716 1.85738
 
984.84 -0.26479 21.29027 22.98884 0.74845
 
189.57 -0.10151 1.82825 4.42519 1.67773
 
1058.57 -0.24776 17.96873 20.59165 0.79-433
 
228.32 -0.12820 2.20738 4.44142 1.39467
 
1108.28 -0.21746 14.36566 18.47871 0.89161
 
267.36 -0.15654 2 61246 4.45786 1.18278
 
1141.92 -0.17922 10.95009 16.65969 1.05457
 
306.70 -0.18660 3.04475 4.47452 1.01864
 
1165.20 -0.13639 7.89860 15.11058 1.32604
 








YANKEE WING, FIRST BENDING/TORSION
 
HEAVY WING - -R.2/32.5 
WBR = 30-000 SB = 0.00 ALT = 0. WH = 4.39 WA = 32.50
 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000
 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL)
 
0.0 0.0 3.04565 32.31537 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 0.41089 4.35971 7.35455
 
69.16 -0.02169 5.24322 32.28540 4.26811
 
9.34 -0.00341 0.45764 4.36017 6.60397
 
137.92 -0.04344 7.42769 32.19511 3.00444
 
18.68 -0.00695 0.50624 4.36145 5.97176
 
228.24 -0.07245 10.29260 31.97962 2.15365
 
31.15 -0.01196 0.57533 4.36415 5.25786
 
337.95 -0.10843 13.72271 31.55489 1.59387
 
46.79 -0.01879 0.66968 4.36864 4.52173
 
442.96 -0.14328 16.85229 30.95784 1.27332
 
62.59 -0.02628 0.77338 4.37399 3.92026
 
520.57 -0.16883 18.97623 30.37902 1.10966
 
75.03 -0.03256 0.86054 4.37857 3.52686
 
576.10 -0.18670 20.34393 29.88363 1.01818
 
84.48 -0.03753 0.92068 4.38219 3.26728
 
628.58 -0.20305 21.48514 29.34575 0.94675
 
93.95 -0.04267 1.00131 4.38590 3.03611
 
677.92 -0.21769 22.38871 28.77185 0.89077
 
103.43 -0.04797 1.07531 4.38970 2.82962
 
724.05 -0.23051 23.05346 28.16866 0.84695
 
112.93 -0.05343 1.15155 4.39355 2.64460
 
766.96 -0.24142 23.48585 27.54289 0.81289
 
122.45 -0.05903 1.22992 4.39745 2.47829
 
806.70 -0.25042 23.69863 26.90096 0.78681
 
131.99 -0.06476 1.31032 4.40138 2.32830
 
877.09 -0.26277 23.53859 25.59213 0.75362
 
151.12 -0.07662 1.47690 4.40934 2.06942
 
936.26 -0.26812 22.74280 24.28330 0.74010
 
170.32 -0.08895 1.65079 4.41738 1.85482
 
985.55 -0.26734 21.49004 23.00545 0.74203
 
189.59 -0.10174 1.83165 4.42551 1.67474
 
1060.02 -0.25137 18.22666 20.61974 0.78416
 
228.35 -0.12863 2.21373 4.44198 1.39085
 
1110.66 -0.22204 14.66306 18.51846 0.87540
 
267.42 -0.15727 2.62318 4.45878 1.17819
 
1145.40 -0.18462 11.26692 16.71041 1.02804
 
306.80 -0.18772 3.06152 4.47590 1.01338
 
1169.88 -0.14240 8.21709 15.17120 1.27976
 





- YANKEE 141MNG, UNSYMB-ENDING/TORSION ,-: :-- ­4- 1." HEAUY 	 .". 	 WING'- 8.25/44-a-
. -&OATAI 8=28, N1S=9, S.-5, NHS=, 82=24.A-8.T3, C--5 C 
6 E=14.04:ALg: 1n439) WA:44-.8, GBET S .3, iG 3 
> 
-
7 GR=I., GEB--., END­
8 &DATA2 CK=., 8.25, 0.5, 8.833, 1'--25, 1.67, 2..,. 2.25,. 
- 9 2.5, 2.75,-3., 3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.S-5. . 7, 8, 9 
18 DELTAX:2:9,- 13.9; 15 1, 16.2.15:7.,':158, :1 1 - 1.­
> t YSAR:0.,281,- 48-5.-59., -74.3, 908.-316 5,:122 2, 139"" 
.STRIPM:622., 26 41,-28.69,.-30.78,.29.83, ,0.8 2,. 3. 5 2945, 
SALPHA=2e526; 87.15,"94:68k 101.57,.99:44, 99.07, "10a95-. 
> 	 14 362.94, . 
15 MOM=7298. 4854.2,' 5273.2,.4268.5,:5482 8,-55!?.7, 5622,45412.9,- ...
 
> 16 15187.71, - . - -.
 
J9-.' .I 
> 18 WTn=., .283 ..271, .416, -.534, -644, ..761, 84 1 
U W8110., -- 363' -.:393"; 	 , 
24:--24.,24,> 	 19 SMICRD:24.-:.24., 4 .,'24., 24.-,-2. ­
> 	 20 OELTXAZB.78, 10., 10.. 8,:
.86625, 86625,-86625,-3-3592
 
> 22 fIiBETA-5.618- 6.399, 6.399, 6.399k :L1.915, ­
) 23 FSA:@., .121r -.290, 49, .659 "
 
> 24 CAPFSA-.613, .68, .76, .825,:..89,;
 
S 21 SBETA=.6. ?,57" 
• > 	 25 BSA=35*24., . ... : ". ­




S 29 HTOE= . &ED...........
) 29 &CHTCDI1S*8, END ".. ';"": " "" "-.... . ­
> 30 &CONT 10=., &END....:..............­






1 RUN NO. 002 DATE 10-04-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE WING, FIRST BENDING/TORSION 
HEAVY WING -
WBR = 10.000 SO = 0.00 ALT = 0. WH = 4.39 WA = 19.80 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS'-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.89219 20.07677 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 0.41047 4.35527 7.35455
 
42.97 -0.01392 2.76826 20.06119 5.02317
 
9.33 -0.00351 0.45854 4.35577 6.58438
 
85.74 -0.02796 3.64402 20.01415 3.80700
 
18.67 -0.00714 0.50841 4.35717 5.94037
 
142.04 -0.04690 4.80823 19.90138 2.86396
 
31.12 -0.01228 0.57909 4.36015 5.21892
 
210.74 -0.07090 6.23725 19.67730 2.18675
 
46.75 -0.01923 0.67519 4.36523 4.48132
 
276.99 -0.09475 7.58717 19.35866 1.76857
 
62.55 -0.02683 0.78040 4.37145 3.88274
 
326.37 -0.11269 8.53764 - 19.04596 1.54629
 
75.00 -0.03317 0.86862 4.37693 3.49275
 
361.95 -0.12548 9.17073 18.77549 1.41910
 
84.46 -0.03818 0.93852 4.38137 3.23589
 
395.82 -0.13736 9-71586 18.47891 1.31832
 
93.95 -0.04337 1.01093 4.38603 3.00729
 
427.87 -0.14817 10.16464 18.15922 1.23832
 
103.46 -0.04871 1.03577 4.39090 2.80313
 
458.04 -0.15778 10.51212 17.81967 1.17500
 
112.99 -0.05421 1.16295 4.39596 2.62012
 
486.29 -0.16606 10.75654 17.46363 1.12535
 
122.56 -0.05986 1.24242 4.40120 2.45545
 
512.63 -0.17297 10.90006 17.09448 1.08706
 
132.15 -0.06565 1.32414 4.40663 2.30675
 
559.65 -0.18253 10.90292 16.32983 1.03816
 
151.41 -0.07766 1.49431 4.41803 2.04934
 
599.53 -0.18651 10.57665 15.54957 1.01905
 
170.81 -0.09025 1.67364 4.43018 1.83480
 
632.89 -0.18531 9.99300 14.77332 1.02473
 
190.34 -0.10344 1.86259 4.44311 1.65347
 
683.11 -0.16968 8.33564 13.28796 1.10496
 
229.87 -0.13181 2.27309 4.47158 1.36355
 
716.35 -0.14029 6.38997 11.94397 1.29562
 
270.13 -0.16343 2.73691 4.50398 1.14068
 
737.86 -0.10069 4.41964 10.76483 1.68829
 
311.25 -0.19936 3.27193 4.54082 0.96196
 
751.87 -0.05266 2.53205 9.75036 2.66917
 




2 RUN NO. 002 DATE 10-04-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE WING, FIRST BENDTING/TOPSION 
HEAVY WING - @"l/19.8 
WBR = 20.000 SE = 0.00 ALT = 0. WH = 4.39 WA = 19.80 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.89220 20.07685 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 0.41047 4.35527 7.35455
 
42.97 -0.01391 2.76716 20.06114 5.02514
 
9.33 -0.00351 0.45854 4.35577 6.58431
 
85.74 -0.02793 3.64265 20.01374 3.80836
 
18.67 -0.00714 0.50843 4.35717 5.94014
 
142.03 -0.04692 4.80898 19.90020 2.86835
 
31.12 -0.01228 0.57916 4.36015 5.21831
 
210.72 -0.07106 6.24664 19.67494 2.18320
 
46.75 -0.01925 0.67541 4.36524 4.47990
 
276.95 -0.09521 7.61378 19.35530 1.76209
 
62.55 -0.02686 0.78092 4.37148 3.88018
 
326.31 -0.11350 8.58442 19.04230 1.53757
 
75.00 -0.03324 0.86954 4.37700 3.48912
 
361.89 -0.12662 9.23672 18.77204 1.40871
 
84.47 -0.03828 0.93986 4.38148 3.23137
 
395.76 -0.13890 9.80398 18.47617 1.30628
 
93.95 -0.04350 1.01282 4.38620 3.00182
 
427.83 -0.15018 10.27816 18.15773 1.22454
 
103.46 -0.04889 1.08833 4.39114 2.79668
 
458.04 -0.16030 10.65361 17.82001 1.15941
 
113.00 -0.05445 1.16635 4.39629 2.61267
 
486.37 -0.16916 10.92833 17.46639 1.10784
 
122.57 -0.06017 1.24683 4.40164 2.44700
 
512-80 -0.17668 11.10338 17.10024 1.06752
 
132.16 -0.06604 1.32976 4.40720 2.29729
 
560.11 -0.18758 11.17135 16.34314 1.01404
 
151.45 -0.07827 1.50301 4.41893 2.03789
 
600.39 -0.19299 10.90868 15.57204 0.98947
 
170.86 -0.09113 1.68640 4.43151 1.82146
 
634.28 -0.19321 10.38249 14.80591 0.98846
 
190.42 -0.10467 1.88054 4.44499 1.63838
 
685.84 -0.18017 8.80860 13.34120 1.04982
 
230.05 -0.13398 2.30527 4.47494 1.34553
 
720.63 -0.15267 6.89543 1-2.01533 1.20782
 
270.45 -0.16689 2.78926 4.50938 1.12061
 
743.70 -0.11404 4.90966 10.85003 1.53182
 
311.79 -0.20451 3.35136 4.54884 0.94082
 
759.18 -0.06602 2.96984 9.84512 2.29782
 




3 RUN NO. 002 DATE 10704-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE WING, FIRST BENDING/TORSION 
HEAVY WING ­ 8.'5/19.8 
WBR = 30.000 SB = 0.00 ALT = 0. WH = 4.39 WA = 19.80 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.89220 20.07687 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 0.41047 4.35527 7.35455 
42.97 -0.01390 2.76696 20.06113 5.02550 
9.33 -0.00351 0.45855 4.35577 6.58429 
85.74 -0.02793 3.64240 20.01367 3.80861 
18.67 -0.00714 0.50844 4.35717 5.94010 
142.03 -0.04692 4.80911 19.89998 2.86824 
31.12 -0.01228 0.57917 4.36015 5.21820 
210.71 -0.07109 6.24835 19.67450 2.18256 
46.75 -0.01925 0.67545 4.36524 4.47963 
276.94 -0.09530 7.61867 19.35467 1.76090 
62.55 -0.02687 0.78101 4.37149 3.87970 
326.30 -0.11365 8.59310 19.04160 1.53596 
75.00 -0.03325 0.86971 4.37702 3.48843 
361.87 -0.12683 9.24872 18.77137 1.40683 
84.47 -0.03830 0.94011 4.38150 3.23050 
395.75 -0.13920 9.82061 18.47561 1.30403 
93.95 -0.04353 1.01318 4.38623 3.00078 
427.82 -0.15056 10.29974 18.15739 1.22195 
103.46 -0.04893 1.08882 4.39118 2.79545 
458.04 -0.16078 10.68073 17.82000 1.15647 
113.00 -0.05450 1.16701 4.39635 2.61124 
486.38 -0.16976 10.96151 17.46684 1.10451 
122.57 -0.06023 1.24769 4.40172 2.44536 
512.83 -0.17741 11.14306 17.10126 1.06378 
132.17 -0.06612 1.33087 4.40730 2.29544 
560.20 -0.18859 11.22495 16.34564 1.00936 
151.45 -0.07839 1.50476 4.41910 2.03561 
600.56 -0.19431 10.97668 15.57643 0.98361 
170.87 -0.09131 1.68901 4.43177 1.81874 
634.57 -0.19488 10.46451 14.81249 0.98115 
190.44 -0.10493 1.88430 4.44537 1.63525 
686.43 -0.18251 8.91458 13.35264 1.03823 
230.08 -0.13446 2.31236 4.47566 1.34162 
721.61 -0.15564 7.01678 12.03170 1.18855 
270.53 -0.16770 2.80145 4.51061 1.11604 
745.14 -0.11747 5.03641 10.87095 1.49614 
311.93 -0.20579 3.37098 4.55078 0.93574 
761.10 -0.06973 3.09251 9.87006 2.21226 
354.43 -0.25037 4.04843 4.59628 0.78695 
19
 
, ". .. .A. ) .31C .... 8=1-.,COHTZ &EH­




3. HEAVY WING'-. 8.2 19 02.:339t
 
- &DATAVNI2B,-HWS=9, ,aS5, NHS-8, BR-24 A-8.53. 
i E=14 84, ALTz=.; . AH3 GBET--.03" G=83:WH='W19.8'; 
7 GR=., GEB=.., &END "-­
8 &DATA CK=8.,- 0.25, 0 5, 0.833k 1.25,.1i67,. 22..
 
9 2.5, 2.75, 3., 3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5,.5 , .,,8 
10 DELTAX=2B.9, 13.9. 15.1,-16.2, 15.7, ;t..I, jW 5't3 2. 
'I YBAR=O.,-28.1, 48 5,58.3;"74.3, 98.-.5,A22.2, £39 i 
STRIPM6422.,.26.41, 28.69, 30.78, 29.3,-38.2,.3@ 59, 25 4­
(190 39.)
 
9 SALPHA=2052.6. 87.15, 94.68, 101.57, 99.44;3- .5r. 83$





:5 MMOt=7298.7,.4854.2, 5273.2, 4260.5, 5482A., 591L7 ,2E4.5412.9, " :"-X 
> 16 15187.71,
 
: 17 WBMl-.873, -.0122, .0487, .1521, .2981,. .444,".'6171-' 2,4 
- 4 rNM= O:, .203 .27f:.-416,,.-34, .644,: .761-, ".67, i 
> 19 -t24.',. 24.1. 24.';. 24 14 ,-24SMICRO=24.,..24 24.
302 DELTXA=8'78, 101; 10., 10 ,7 , --- - 6- - .. ..' -.. 
A2 SBETA=.76057, .86625,- .86625,-'.86625, 3 3592, ­
> 22 MIBET=5.618--6.3939, 6.399, 6.39,:1 315. 
> 23 FSA-.4G1, .585,s-.596, .786,.81, .. :­
24 CAPFSA=.613 .68,-.76, 825 -89, - ­
> 25 BSA:5*24., .... 
) 26 CMA=5124:.319; 
> 27 8SH-15*0., ­
> 28 Hlz1*, 
29 HTMODE=15S , &END
 
) 38 . &CONTI I=0, &END r 
Ol4IGINAr PAGE LS 
-OF POf QUAJIT 




YANKEE WING, UNSYM BENDING/TORSION

HEAVY WING - 13.2 /44-0 
WBR= 0.0 SB = 0.00 ALT = 0. WH = 4.39 WA = 44.00 
GR = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 0.41129 4.36388 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 4.16315 44.17239 7.35455 
94.50 .-0.01292 5.94921 44.11740 5.14017 
9.35 -0.00323 0.45557 4.36443 6.64047 
188.26 -0.02577 7.69915 43.94480 3.95633 
18.70 -0.00670 0.50332 4.36600 6.01264 
310.49 -0.04057 9.64486 43.50356 3.12648 
31.18 -0.01212 0.57818 4.36899 5.23778 
457.66 -0.04575 10.16896 42.73212 2.91276 
46.81 -0.02026 0.69013 4.37065 4.38976 
603.02 -0.04586 10.04352 42.14430 2.90857 
62.52 -0.02718 0.78482 4.36928 3.85892 
713.95 -0.05535 11.17152 41.66368 2.58507 
74.89 -0.03179 0.84826 4.37006 3.57098 
794.22 -0.06563 12.37734 41.19822 2.30716 
84.28 -0.03542 0.89852 4.37173 3.37250 
870.69 -0.07666 13.62107 40.64876 2.06854 
93.69 -0.03928 0.95202 4.37388 3.18453 
943.19 -0.08761 14.78986 40.03009 1.87607 
103.11 -0.04336 1.00855 4.37629 3.00772 
1011.61 -0.09806 15.83300 39.35637 1.72298 
112.55 -0.04761 1.06766 4.37882 2.84282 
1075.96 -0.10781 16.72853 38.63978 1.60105 
122.00 -0.05202 1.12900 4.38143 2.68998 
1136.26 -0.11675 17.46892 37.89070 1.50347 
131.47 -0.05656 1.19225 4.38406 2.54880 
1245.09 -0.13202 18.49171 36.32989 1.36180 
150.43 -0.06599 1.32363 4.38934 2.29858 
1339.15 -0.14373 18.95708 34.73257 1.26997 
169.44 -0.07579 1.46C47 4.39458 2.08570 
1419.82 -0.15207 18.95709 33.14242 1.21182 
188.48 -0.08589 1.60189 4.39973 1.90379 
1547.28 -0.15997 17.96272 30.09809 1.16143 
226.70 -0.10687 1.89620 4.40976 1.61197 
1639.51 -0.15881 16.21500 27.33613 1.16855 
265.06 -0.12870 2.20333 4.41940 1.39031 
1706.50 -0.15150 14.19622 24.89653 1.21561 
303.56 -0.15122 2.52140 4.42870 1.21748 
175574 -0.14021 12.17500 22.76878 1.29628 





The empennage flutter analysis was somewhat more compli­
cated than that of the wing because of the numerous combina­
tions of- geometry. The swept vertical and horizontal
 
tails added complexity to the calculation of the geometric
 
and inertial properties to be input to the computer program.
 
In many instances, however, the aeroelastic similarity be­
tween tail configurations made it possible to rule out many
 
arrangements in the analysis. Also, the geometric similarity
 
between the horizontal and vertical tail helped further.
 
The limiting configuration found in the analysis was
 
tail number 2. The flutter speed with nominal structural
 
damping (.03) was found to be 214 mph(indicate. This
 
occurred at altitude, as was expected, as light surfaces
 













* $18, $6.24T 
STOP 9999 
$,16y $Ib6.40T 
* ORIGINAL PAGE L9 
0P DOOR QUAr 
.RUN NO. 001 	 DfATF 05-27-77 PW'.GI; NO. 
RUN BY
 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIL EXTENSION. 
SIDiE .ENfINO/iO'SION 1.4*8/ Lo..72 - NO BALANCL UEIHT 
-- 0WR - ALLI 10000 WH " 16,72 W = 1.4,,80 	 8D 10.22 ­
-D = 0.030 G1O = 0.0 OS = 0.030 OR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC n. DAMP 
tEAS-NPH (0) ,AMOIA) (CPS ) (1/2 AiMPL) 
: 0+0 0.0 1.17507 12.46785 7-'-­
. 0.0 0.0 2.14./8 22 ,.,. /.J5wqU 
* 23.1/ -0.0.3289 4,49800 22. 6483 , 50010 
* 112.69 -0,00193 1 .2502 12.4622 6 90933 
46.29 -0.0/059 7,1834,,"1.53 	 ,2.19443
 
25.37 -0.004. 1.,34040 1. 460i 3 6,,44560 
76,65 -0.1,6305 11 .57752 2260199 1 . -,5419 
42.25 -0.00861 1.51134 12."526 5,71421 
112. 21 -0.22164 17,43100 22, 049s6 0. 0, 0 
63,.30 -0.01735 ! .8686 12. '0.854 4.6109 
143.12 -0.28584 20.88697 21.05006 0.69856 
> 	 84.20 -0 101/2 2,4013U5 1-.1 38,569 3.5V456 
16,.26 -0..0984 ,67 0,6q92521.5 	 20. 17262 
100.23 -0.04467 2,88781 L2.30980 2.9546c 
170. 91 - 0.3 776 1 . 34/51. 19 . 53u66 0 3".-!15 
:- 1 L. -0,05542 8 Is Is 1 2.2 6, 2 583030,' 	 1) . 2-36,
192.59 -0.31997 2080360 18,92178 0,63045
*." 	 123.65 -0 006713 7u.,o ,.14L/8 2,2711" 
205. 42 -0 .31775 2.Ol 0,153; I . 348 LI 0 , 6,4 ,6 
> 134.86 -(.08006 4 •1649 ,4565 2,00467 
217.55 -0.31169 19.12027 1/,8118'9 0645y*. 
.W.66 -0,0943Q 4-66 1 5 t,77774 
> 229.13 -0,30217 18.07128 17.SI720 0,6642o 
155.96 -0,11018 5J9067 1.178o. J.5/100 
240038 -0.20971 16.9 1332 16. 86932 0.69012 
L165,62 -0,12725 5.74403 WI,62712 L.40308 
262.71 -0.25930 14.6614i 16.13190 0. /6267 
L8,.02 --0.16319 6.82L21 I I2385 1,.1 420,h 
" 285.4 -- 0.22860 L2.67971 15.60752 085120 
> 197.24 -0. 19619 7,65020 10. 76591 0 9/545 
> 310,53 -0,20383 11.2092 152546t 09 "35 
20846 -0.22120 0.700:159 10240V 00782
 
" 362.72 -0l1'5q 9.582W, W-.84903 1.07415
 
0. 1 7.9.. u 9. 1i/38, 0. /9891
1 	 0. .: 114 , , 1 1 2.i2 67 
., . ? -0, 166L6 ,$60-2 	 1 L22o04 615Dm 
2,;% 0- V.2 . - ,}. ..... .. I,, . /. , .. ... . 
* 	 ,a .O ***J-Ii, • 7* - 7 ., .'. -& ' . .,1 .73" 3 
C 0­
,.,.O-' I4.....07 ,"3 .L,4 -i,, 
251.i -01951 'Io4414 .59 
S J,.:,,.00 2'> .,° J::, 8 ,',,,-''"14,27,216 "0.04'',. . . 
1CI.AO 0,250AZ .. ~C, 14.271A 0,00A 
255.30 -0. 14873 19,56i 4 3.48.7o4 1 .2Z442 
* 1274.28 -0.34Y57 16.87567 14.22205 0.584M6 
256.12 -0.12661 1.40u85 2.85948 1.40805 










0, .404 2 











*2890. ' 4256.70 0,'/3690-M 6252 36,-,5:/990- '52 1.4,241k91 61='- 0, .27007847 
"" 3 ,810 .11 -0.94656 
34111-.9664j.72090 -,7 ,04•,,.'8 14.25M8 -,­0,22595 
>" 256.63 -0.05318 0 M2/-43 [.05058 ".652M 
,RUN NO. 001 	 DATE 05-27-// IAGL NO. : 
:.: RUN BY
 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TA.IL EXTENSION
 
SIDE BENDiNO/TORSiON 14.93/16,72 - NO BnLANCE WE EGHV
 
WBR = 10.000 SB = L0.22 ALf -= OO. WH 16.72 WA = £4.8
 
88 = 0,030 ULQ x 0.0 US - O,',;O U - 1.000
 
iVELOCITlY CA FING lf.ljiJ NO FRLOUiIcY .Y, TOM  II1' 
EOS -+HI) (0) (LnM BE0l (CPS) (1/2 A(.L ) 
0..0 0 ",08009 22.07048 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 1. 16409 12,35142 7,35,55 
22,42 -0.00957 2.73872 22,050W9 5,575/2:"L2.57 	 .o ' "23 I, 
* [2, 000282 1. 27288 12,405 	 6.72350 
44.59 	 -0.02109 3, !1571 21.90591 4,3:,1 .­
-0.00583 1.383J 1 3.23'2 - -548 
73.25 	 -0.04108 4, 245 21.59885 3103su 
41.71 -0.01050 1.56'u 12.298]J 5,44804 
10c,.0 2  -0,07298 c.7906b 20,99086 2.,14262 
62.22 	 -0.01797 I, 1,,1.8421 i2.22532 59958 
L37.1/ -"-010037 8.77006 20.17 4 1 1 ,5, 4,9 
02.35 	 -'0.0,816 2.21314 12. 1 [M78 3 7936? 
158.35 -0.13433 10,03?96 1.44760 l34264 
:. 97.64 -0.03874 2.50961 11...... 1.20971 
* 	 172.92 -0. 15097 10.Y 3212 18,87701 L[21920 
* 108.80 -0.04865 2. 9349,' 11 . 87774 2 . 805 :-' 
S 	 1.86.38 -.0,16394 11,. 5675 18.311L54 1, 13766
 
SL9. .2 -0. 060,46 ,.3700 11 .74216 2.43914
 
198.93 -0.17267 11.41314 17 ,16u48 1.08367. 
129.70 -0M07429 3. y9537 11 1U8469 2.1 L56 
210,84 -0.1/701 11.22631 17.26241 L,06584 
1,59.25 -0.09010 ?4.30189 1.A0[3, I ,83707 
222.,35 -0,. 7728 10,94297 16.8046y .L,06444 
S 	 1418. 10 -0. 0259 4.83818 L[. t92d3 J ,V.03,03 
233.75 -,, 1•25 10,52135 16,40266 1 "08025 
156,15 -0. 12615 5.75M.. 1---,:-. L.' 
,." !1O -0 •i 26 . . ," ,' "/2.),' --	 :"815 	 9''';'o Y 1U 1 ,,..: ° 
i.071 1u06 	 9 4. ''-U2
,0.2s-" -0 K 3'0' ." TVU"L3,i0,, . :. .. ..... l0 ... 	 -.... ",'T : . 
* 28.00 	 1-445WFi;wbW81" 
.F , .	 -0 J.4. 6 .... .- ? & ...
 
--. s .wc -' 0
 
205, 49 	 2.2b0W -& n''*Q43... o.,Z 	 78 
214).69 -0,24*295 5.02426 5.85915 08033 
584.55 -0.t6540 -8.81396 135800 1.12915
n. - -- . oOa 5,50860AE 	 3628 
217.85 -0.23383 4 . .550...' .... 
699.19 -. 19281 10.01.67 1.31laq 0.9TO25 
223,07 -0.2133o 3,49090 4.56606 0.90663 
814.32 -0.22221 11.32042 14.28703 0,874u0 
: 	 227,40 -0,19342 2.80043 0,989Y3 0,78752 
1045,26 -0.28345 L4t0-559 1,.2635, 0,70391 
234.25 -0.15993 1.90739 3.19661 1.16J66
 
127065 -0.34.7 16.83087 1...50 0.58701 
> 239?.27 -0.491 I.43U00 2.67145 1.33794 
1508.28 -0.40871 19.61880 14,24896 0.50292 
242.95 -0,11621 1.05.4 41 ,2,2')514 . , 50878 
1740.12 -0.47178 22.4591a 14.24725 0.43971
 
245.65 -0, LO20J 0. 8'3411. 2,01125 L.67137 
2320.44 -0,63009 29.54874 14.24900 0.33425 
249.81 -0,07821 0.52151 i253401 2.03889 
2901.67 -.0,78917 36.68364 4'-5447 .26 93 4 
252,00 -0.06364 0,36418 1.23796 2"-3562­
> 3483.64 -0.94086 43.85575 14 4261.6 0.22540 
253.26 -0.05300 0,29 	 1,03670 2.632/5 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
.'RUN NO. 002 tiME 00-2/-/7 PAGE NO, 
RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIL EXTENSION 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 1498/16.72 - 7 0Z BALANCE
 
WBR 0.0 SB 5.72 nL' 100uQ0 ,WII - 16.72 W 14,43
 
:B 0,030 GED :- 0.0 OS -' 0,030 OR 1000 
> VELOCITY CAMP.NG OiMP ENG FRELIUENCY CYC TO DhFP 
> (EAS-MPH) ((G) (LAHIDA) (Ul-'b) /i2 AiidPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.I.926.2 ,40627 3 "45 
> 0.0 0.0 220669 23.41375 7.35455 
. 23.83 -0.04617 5.60370 23.41726 2.89660 
> 12.63 -0 011 1,22015 12.40426 - 20466s 
* 47,65 -0.09880 9.47162 23, 40051 L.71308 
..25.24 -0.00268 1.272T4 12,39844 6.7129 
" 78.94 -0,18603 15.79735 23.27686 I.0213 
142.01 -0.00481 1.3b468 12.18625 6.o1769 
114,99 -0,31022 24 5102 22.5955? 064850 
62.94 -0.00936 1.329:3 123672'5 5.605. 
> 14-123 -0.38709 27.79152 21.21W15 0.U2899 
S 8387 "0.01722 1.9075. 12.33612 1,48252 
> 163,18 -- 0.39688 26,87587 20,04049 0.51686 
* 100.05 -0.03157 2.37660 12.28692 Lh835 
176.39 -0.3B896 2U,344-5 19.25549 0. 52563 
2 .308,4 .	 3,018L3 
S 	 180. 90 -0."137600 2J. 6 .0 13-56775 0. .54 -14 
1.,0 7 -O.Ob,21 3,291;' 1. L[5365223. . "it:0 -0. 2' , -, 1 0. 
1.12.03 '-0,043,10 : 612 ,-2.2 
, 07 -.oS 04:.0 ' 4"10 
, .1,2 . "- s1. ... 1]. 0- 0 . 1" ,,.,8 
',51...0.; . 47 .. .	 ,, 
•~...........) ................................	 l.
.  













208,2 -0.22521. 8.20139 10.22897 0,86451
 
359.59 -0,17014 9.26992 14.72088 1.1007-4
 
223.55 -0.24906 8.02312 9.15144 0.79063
 
414,59 --0.16113 8+73520 14,5476/ 1+15438
 
233. "!j -. 25;l.5 7.2:5969 8,18 74 0.78363 
470+4/ -0 16L90 8.70855 14. 4450 1>14974 
239.64 -0,24465 6. 34862 7, -35785 0.80334 
526.88 -0.16798 8.94383 ±4.37946 1.11441 
2-44+00 -0 +23405 L,52371 . 6,6b908 0.8355? 
ORIGINAL, PAGE IS 
NO. 002 DATE 05- 2 7-70F POOR QUALITYPAGE NO. 2 7: RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIL LXI LNSlUN
 
SI DE BLNDIN3/TORSION 14.,98/162" - 7 OZ BALANCE
 
= 10,000 Sl1= 5.72 ALI 10000. WI = 16,72 Wl1 - 14.48
 
(ID 0.030 GEB - ().0 S = 0.030 8R -" 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING LIAtIPIN8 F'Ef.UENCY CYC T0 DAMP 
(EAS-hPH) (8) (LAMUi-A) (cs) 1/2 AfifPL) 
.0.0 0.0 2,07941 22.06324 7, >35§-5. 
00 010 . 16418 12,35235 7,35455 
M 42 -0M0095", 2.73706 22,02311 !S.5,57727
 
.12.57 -0.00278 1.27168 12,54,772 6,73038
 
44.58 -0 02103 3.U l0 .vy 21. 8904') 4.32327 
25, 11 -0.00527 1 38592 12,331,,1 6, . 6858 
73 . ,22 -. 0 ,095 4.81275 -1,59103 3.10962 
41.71 -0.01039 1.56048 12.29905 5,46314 
106:73 0' 6. 6476,71 20;98196 2.1,18666:o2 .' , -0.,0177 1 8362/ 12 22 ")", 
137.10 -0.10736 03.2331) 20 11643 1.60046 036 23.0836 3,31242- ,02787 12.11332 
2.~1 ~ ~ ~ .2;S ~ 1 13 
158.25 -0, ,13,62 9.98994 .19.43488 1 .34849 
97.64 -0,0.836 -, -575:3 11 991a,9 .,.2275 
L72.29 -0.15009 10,6720 10,,62o 1 13"225 

108.S -0820 2.917,, .1. L, 0772a 2.8'1161 
186.21 -0. 16290 11.08714 18,29565 1,L'4301 
119.50 -0.05992 3.31674 11,/4129 2, 45575 
198.74 -0,.17146 11,23472 1/.Tn119 J.09520
 
7200 150184129.67 -0.073i67 3. 1 [ 2 o128530 
210.61 -0,17564 11.14013 17,24403 1,07294 
1. 81}79139.20 -0.08941 4,27536 11+39721 
222,10 -0,17576 10,85055 16V8bbJU9 1.07229 
1.6I2601.48,01 -0.10682 4,80830 11.11,0 l4 
233,45 -0,17260 10,42779 1.b.o-8330 1,08902 
L,42075156 . 03 -0.12530 5 . ,1-.23 10 .94998 
256.54 -0.16079 9.,44201. 15,75319 L.15646 
L -0.16199 6.27960 10.41125 1,14s21169.55 

280,77 -0.14818 8 .1 71- U, ,
7 i,2 .013--,Z"27 
179 90 -0. 1'330 6, 888,0? 915/I 0a 
,," 17 -0, J 885 /,97828 15 040-, 1.30671 J -. 7. ,.,. 7 ,, . -, -.- r , 
...- IT .......... 4 V' . . ".... 1-.
 
,-U 0. 
, •, .. , 
- .)....,9,*,,.,.".-.-.- .. '.,...'" " 
.".... *'*- .. . . ...... '1 7.. .p. ,2.C) 1 " /( ' ­
1 >RUN NO. 00 DATE 0.-2--V.' "AOL NO. 
NUM BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - :RODUCrlUN FAIL 
> SIDE BENIING/TONSION 14 /1,0.12 SRO LIM BALANCE 
> WBR = 0.0 SD = 1,19 mL -= 10000, WH = 16,72 WA 1&.18 
"B = 0,030 UE.- 0,0 08 - 0.030 OR - 1.000
VELOCITY CAMPIN OAIHING 'RIEQULE'ICY CYC TO I':MP 
:EAS -HF'iI) () (Lnit4DA ) (CPS) (1/2 AiiP,, 
.0,0 
 0.0 1.17402 12,45671 7 ,35455
 
" 0,0 0.0 2,15075 22,.82022 7 .45
 
23.24 
-010351: 1,67:255 22.a 3490 3.o8745 
-1.2.68 "-0,00051 l1.93051 12 45529 7.23154
 
> "16,55 -0;07552 7058050 22.86719 2.09094
 
25.5 -0,00114 1.21802 12M'5119 7=574
 
77.58 
-'0.14497 12457148 22.52? 1.26097 
> 	 42.20 -0.00250 1.27037 12.4.4279 678913
 
S11.89 
-0.25831 20.0 4804 22.57598 0.76528
 
63.25 
-0.00665 1.43091 12.2873 6.02064
 
147,15 
-0.35677 26.29763 21.64267 0.57046
 
84.29 
-0.01626 1.80179 12.39791 4.76947
 
L68.31 
-0.39269 27.44928 20.67069 0.2198 
100.53 
-0.02762 2.23489 12.34611 3.82914
 
> 122.80 




-0.03770 2.61347 L2.2743 3.25890
 
196.43 
-0.40092 26.12667 19.29929 0.51202
 
124,30 
-0,04877 3.0221Z 12.21256 
 2.80101
::' 209.37 
-0 39540 21'. 99209 1./ 0051 0V51065
 
> 13572 
-0.06084' 3.45934 L2.12201 2.42890
 
' 221.72 
-0.38628 23,74086 18.153.3 0053002
 
146.76 -007402 w. 6 1'2.01570 2,12111

2533.59 
-0.3/424 =2241984 i765407 0.54581
 
., 6 -0.08840 414236b 11089267 1.26349
 




-010394 4, 94496 11,75163 1,61726
 
26/00 
-0,32555 18,36900 16.11493 0,62005
 
> 18b58 -0.1373W 5.9879 111i3 1,1846

? 291,11 
-0,2902 15,980 9 15.08991 0,693

S 201.36 -0.16907 6011, J.,9906 .10390
 
35,75 -0.25W26 14,11997 1 0.76.44
15,5.1101 . 

> 214.00 -0,19636 7.1Z501 L0.51.62" 0 974'27 
368,46 '04221/9 11,93i95 15,080,04 0,87626
 
232i27 






-0.,=127 703650 8,57280 0.8,449
4•0,30 
-0,20407 10.8440,1 L4 , ,46,6 0.942,6,
25,8 0-0.22597 6.23616 7,75-192 0,86196 
537,53 





 7.056 	 0.89718 
ORIGINAL PACE IS 
0p POOR 	QUAUITa
 
M A 	 0 W. . .. . . 
-, 
..... ~~~~~... . . . . . ..- . . .......	 . - "i)..; ,
 .	 ""... 
-,1 OW. LW . .G n 

........................................
&MC, M. ,-i 
.- Lt" 







1 2.I.57 -0.00282 
044.5.9- 02102 
25, LI -0.00383 
73,21 0.04100. 




> 82,36 -002805 
v 153.32 -0•1,444
9Y.6 " -0 235 
.2,38 -0..5119 
i.00,01 --0, 048z", 
06 .3 0.1612', 
190,09 -0. J73t7 
129.7L "0,.073GS4ef210.79 -0. 17768 
1 39.26 -0,08954 
222.1 -0. 17812; 
148. 0 -0.10693 
2,33.70 -­0.17528 
1,.6.16 .-0. L2538 
25685 -0. 164oW0 
16, /9 -0. 16207 
281,14 -0,.5 i30 
U80 .29 -0, 93,'17 
- 306,-,2 -0 , 14.27,1 
> [88.27 -0.21690 
> 360.04 -0M135/4 
: [99,19 -0.2q272 
41b540 -0.13863 
206.2;' --0.2U040 
S47.1. 83 -0 .1.4700 
2:11. --2 -0,24817 
58 ,0, 1.5850 
4 
215.5 -0.2415)$,.45Y MAN,'86 




























































M9S 	 IMS'303,160 
18.7237 0..1771. 
1L 08,, 28 L46"7 
19.30617.) 1.13560 






16.3017/ 1 . 06009 
i . 1 '520 1.*1134 
L6. 4.066 "L07479 
.1. 1 .420020,95901 
J.5.77221 1.1."29 
.10, 42503 1 14872 
15, :34572 L,21363 




14./3 922 1.43Z124 
8. 15 14 0.80902 
14 .!5'*/10 1. ,30011 
7.23801 0 79681, 
14,48669 1.24657 
64914 L 0.79232 






ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POR QUALIT 




YANiEE TAL 6 
SIDE BENDINO/TORSION 14.98/1672 
WI.R 0,0 SE = 10.2 -LT = 10000, W! - 16.72 WA 14.48 
GUt - 0 O5(00 LED = 0.0 is .: 0.0.' OR - . 000 
> VELOC [TY CAiING OAMIFi:NG FREQUENICY CVC TO DAMP 
* 	 (6) (1I;ilBDfA) (Cr'S) ,/2 ANI-L)(EASn -'PH) 

0 0 	 .1. 7 07 , ..0,0 	 I2 '46, . "55 
0.0 0.0 	 2.145Y8 22.76742 -/.:5q455 
23.17 	 -0.04289 4149800 22 b 1,,8 350810 
'1 -0.O0 1.25072 12. 46722 6,9093329 	 L93 
46.29 -0,07059 ,'/18693 2274153 2,19!33
 
25.-7 L.3 ?'' 1., 6.,q1 60
,,,-000.42Z 
" 76,65 -- 0, 13305 11..57752 22.6099 L,,i5319 
. 42.25 -o 008611 ± *U1164 1,2, 1-'26 521i421 
- 11 21 -0. 22164 J71 -13100 , 2-049,-6 0,8:,6)0 
> 63.30 -0,01785 1,86986 12, 4385, 4.61091
 
143. 12 --0.28584 20.8869'7 21, OU006 0,61?056 
24,20 -0. 03172 2, 401 ,35 12, 38369 3 .1:57 456 
16-4.26 -0.30984 21.03677 2017262 0,6-4925 
: 100.23 -0,0446/ 2,80/01 12. 09:,, 2,95 46' 
* 	 178,91 -0.31776 21,33751 19.53066 0.63445 
1 2.09 -0.05542 &,28366 12,23o61 z 3.ooz 
192,5 -0.,31997 2000360 2.TK178 0,61045 
123.65 -0.06713 3,70726 12,14878 2,27147 
20,j 2 --0,1/75 20, 04L4 10. j4811 0,,J1,-46 
134.86 -0.00006 6499 o-)5o5 2..004671 .1. 1.2, 
217,55 -0.31169 1?.1202/ 17.8l89i 0,64572 
145.,6 -0,09439 4 ,. 0,58 1J .9251, 1.77374 
229,.1.3 -0,30217 1307128 . ,31720 0,.66423 
155. 96 -.0.11OB. 5.19067 'J./8692 1..5.4 
24038 -o.28971 16 ,43, 16 .6.932 0 612 
> 	 165.68 "-0.12725 5.74403 11.62712 I -40508 
22.- 71 -0.25930 14.6614Y 16.°131yO 0o .6c 
183,02 -.---0J 6319 6.,2121 11.. 03 1,14206 
> 285.94 -0.22860 12,679;1 15.60752 0,85320 
- 197,21 -0. 19619 7, .020 10..59! 0&7545 
030,53 -0,.20383 11.20592 1325461 0,94?58 
20346 -0.,22120 8.0sJ5y 10.2404? 0,8/832 
36. 2 -0,1/il 9... iI 4 	 ,01115.4;iOw 

" 224, 0? -0,24617 7.. '954u '1726 0,891 
:..' .I 1 -0 16600 91 01 . .... .. . 
4. W", 1,$o a ;S100""?: "
 
,<."J,-"6 -0*- ,dO.. . .... .
 
-U. - ,--- - - - - - - - - ­
>RUN NO. 001 DAFE 05-27-77 PAGE NO. ' 
RUN BY 
YANKIEE TA,[L 6 
SIHE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/16.72 
WtR 10.000 SB = 1022 ALI 10000. M,11 16/2 WA = 14. qS 
G 0.030 OED: - 000 8 00,30 IR = 1000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DMlGlFU IRf.QU-NCY CYC TO D(IP 
r(EA '--PIl) (0) (LnMODi) "o ,, (1/2 AHL) 
> 0,0 0.0 2.08009 "22 , '07041 . 54 5 
0,0 0.0 1L,16409 12,1.42 2.354i5 
, 4 2 -0 . 00959 2.,7',72 ,22 05, ,'.7 )) 272 
L2,.57 -0 000 , 1 2.7.2.,0,8 . ., 85 .72350 
44.59 -0. 02109 :S, 571 21 ,"091 4,31893 
25-.10 -0. 0053:3 1 3L31 U .l" =2 6 -15748 
...73.25 -0 ,0408 4. 82(1,'5 21. u9885 , 10,185 
4:1. L -0.01OO 1.56468 2P.8 ',i"54-4804 
" 106.82 -0.0V"298 S 979066 20 9908" 2 . 14 e., 
62.2? -'0.01797 1.84234 L2 2,.2572 , 59958 
I37, 17 -0.10837 8977006 :O 1/541 J, !9458 
S02 o, --0. 023 1, C21 -1 4 "12, 11278 JS,79369 
I 8... -0. 3 4 ,) 10, 0,3996 1 ), 447,60 : , 3 .4264 
* 97 64 -0,03874 2.58961 11.9916J. 3.2091 
S/2192 -0 L50 7 10, 73212 LU;.87901 1..219,o 
L08.80 -0, 04865 2.93493 I 9.877/4 2. 805 19 
186 ,a8 -0,16,34 11.1367U L, 21 J5". J 1/66 
119.52 -0060416 35,3700 11 * 7426,1 2, 43914 
L98.93 -0. 17267 LI,31314 17 /684.. 1,08667 
129470 -0.07429 Z. /955/ 11 .5 9 2.,1. 
210, . 4 -­0. J7701 11.2263L 17 -261 ,L.581 
" 13,25 -0.09010 430189 J".40136 1,83707 
222.3b -0.17/28 10,94297 16 .[10o ,, 1,.06444 
14810 -0.10759 4.03818 LI. 193 1 0353 
233 73 -0,17425 10.5248, 16.40266 i,08025 
156.15 -0.1.261b 537"86 '0 y.5861 .1 41298 
256. F05 --0 * 1.6260 9 54299 I. 77207,,..... 1 
: 169.78 -0.16304 6.32257 1.425/0 1-,14298 
281.09 -0. 1bO04 8.678. 15L2 I,,2217 
. 1.80.28 -0. 19457 6,94254 9.Vq044 0 98248 
306.51 -0.11070 80746 1J,057L5 1.292253 
"188u -0,21008 /'20710 9. 2,/56 0,88Yu' 
359.75 -0 . ..3299 75,4109 L4 7./21 1 5...7 
199.00 0,24391 ?.01382 814985 ,.u0542 
e14,84 -­0.1 3515 2.55246 14, ,'7 1 ,3595 
99 -250,25 1.61 6 39486 7 .22820 0 783q8S 
> 470.91. -0 1-4266 7,84279 14,45832 L.27783 
. 210 9 -0.24972 5,68285 6 . 17493 0, /8879 
,527.5 -'0.1.53:1.5 0 28 431 14,39767 1.20466 






I ::-RUi NO, 002 UnTE 05-27-77 PAGE MO. 
RUN BY 
YANKEE fL. 6 
> SIDE BENDING/ ORSION 14. 98,'16, 72 
WBR 0.0 SB = 5,/2 ALT - 10000. Wil ---16.72 WA 14,48 
Gl -. 0.030 OED .: 0.0 8 0,030 OR *- 1.000 
- VELOC. TY CAMPT0 FIA M-ING FR''I-M:UENCY CYC U DAMP 
(EAS.-MPIH ) (0) ( LIBODA ) (C'S ) ( 1/2 AiMPL 
' 0,0 0 0 1 . 16926 12, 40627 2.35455 
- 0.0 0,0 	 2.20662 21 41Z75 7.35455 
23.83 -0.0461/ b,60370 23,41726 2,89660
 
" 12,6 -0,0013 1.22015 2 40426 7,04668
, 
1765 "-0,09880 9.47162 23 . 40851 .1.71-08 
25 . 2,4. -0.00268 1 27294 12 f 398,14 6 . 75129 
:" 78.94 -0+13603 15 7972b 2.t 2/686 1. 02133 
, 42.0 L --0.0048 L 1.35460 12Ks382U 6,34769 
11,. 99 -0.31022 2 4-1 15102 22 -5')5,.S9 0, 64050 
5294 -0+00936 152938 12,36725 5,60512 
" 144, 23 -0. 38709 27.79752 2j .21415 0.52899 
83.87. -0.01922 1 .90758 12.33 12 4 48252 
163,18 -0.39688 26. 8587 20.04049 0.51686 
100.+05 -0 0315Y 2,/60 1228692 3,58355
." 1 76.Z9 --0,8896 2b.3-.+25 19 25549 0,52663 
11203 -0,040310 2 8086,4 12.22945 3 . 01831 
t188 98 -0 .37600 23 683.10 18.56775 0.54344 
* 123.70 -0,05621 3.29171 12,15365 2.5U924 
: 201 0/ -0. 36078 22 04760 L, , 95.88'L u .56-160 
0.0/007 12.05920 
2.12,69 -0. 3 1539 20, 45?752 1 I".388 0 59002 
.145 ?89 -- 0o 08715 4,1"60 11.91513 1.U6335 
13.01 - 3,02140 	 2,.18738 
223.96 -0132552 1S.9052- 16 92632 0.62059
 
156,.26 -0. LOSOc U, 01103 11.,80962 .o3356
 
235.05 	 -0,30568 17. Z9555 16 .9,]55 0,65729
 
166.01 	 5.65005
I. 	 -0, 1237 1.1 65030 1. 42927 
257. 48 -0.2'6436 11 . 62133 15,8J 119 0 74956 
1833,20 -0.16440 6.87366 11 25469 1. 1;494 
201 .22 	 -0.22749 1.2.41 /1-/ .5.34999 0 85687
 
197.26 	 -0.19974 7.97131 10,76/28 0.'6037 
306.42 	 -0.20004 10,8/867 L5,05308 0.95913
 
208.22 	 -0. 521 8201 9 10.2289? 0 86451 
-0470.4 26992 14.L359,59'2 72088 .1 '1007,,1 
223,55 -'0,24906 8.0-312 9..51.4 1 0. 79063 
... ,459 --0,1611a -),.73"u.0 i.. 1476;' 1.,15qZS 
2 	 7 2 -, .,'6 
NO 	 05-' C w 2 
RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 
SIDE .BENDINu/TORSION 14.,98/1672 
WtR = 10.000 Sr = 5,72 ALT = 10000. WH = 16,72 WA 
OD = 0,030 GED = 0.0 US = O.0,0 OR 
VELOCITY CAMFINO DAMPriNO FREQUENCY 
* (0) 	 CPS)( EAS-IPH ) 	 (LA IILLA ) 
0.0 0.0 	 22, ,02,0794 L - o3t24 
> 0.0 0.0 1.. 6 el 10 12.55235 
> 22.42 -0.00956 2.]73/,06 22< 02311 
12.57 -0,00278 1 2768 J2-4/77 
44,58 -0.02103 3,51099 21,890,1v 
25 , 1 -0. 00b.-'' 1.38J122 ,6 7 q 
7322 -004095 4. 8 2. 21,,51b9J.03 
. 41. 71 '-0,01039 1 56048 1 2 9" 05 
106.78 -0.07269 7,181 20,98196 
62.22 --0,01778 .1,0.57 12,2-2613 
157,10 --0+10786 8,73316 20.1646,") 
0 0,., -0.02787 2,0236 12.11332 
15825 -0.1 3362 9,98,94 19,43488 
.	 97,64 -0.0036 2 -.7.5. 1.1 .99169 
172-/9 -0.15009 10,67209 18.36'269 
108.80 -0 . 04820 2,9173 , 8,;724 
106.21 -0.16290 11,0C714 L8, 29556J 

" 119,50 -0.05992 3. L674 1-1 /-1211) 

> [98.74 -0U17146 11.23472 17.7511') 

.129.67 -0.07367 3,7700 1 L 581 84 
2 10 61 -.0. 17564 I 1,14018 1724,"03 
139,20 -0.08941 5,,6.. 11.39/21. 
22 .10 -0.17576 10 ,0,-,,. 16.78559 
l4801 	 -0.10682 4. 80,30 11,, 
5 ,-0.1/260 130. 4277 16.5833;0 
156.03 -0,12530 5 ,.3 10.949984223 
256,54 -0.16079 9.i4 ,201 15,75,19 
169.55 -0.16199 6.27960 10.41125 

280,77 -0.14818" 8,57874 15.,52535 

S [79 . 90 -0 19330 6,88378 9.31971 

' 306,17 -0.13885 7,97828 15.040408 

187,70 -0.21661. ,14374 9, 22028 
359.38 -0.13117 7.41929 14,71226 

:" 198 ,.19 -0 2422.9 

414,45 -0,.13331 2,46135 14,.42;'3 
' 204.75 -0.25008 6, 32151 7 , 8447 
: 470,50 -0,14027 7,74984 14.44587 
209,,31 --0-24850 5.6272 6.42651 
527.13 -0,15118 818845 14.38640 
> 212,8J -0.24215 4.,965/1 5.797 -072 
14.40 
1.000 
CYC TO DI,,Mr' 
(1/2 AiiPL) 
7.35455 































I . ,15646 
1,14921
 





















SIDE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/1672 
' WBR = 0.0 SOG = 1,19 ALT = J000 ) WiH = 16.72 WA = 14,48 
> GB = 0,030 GEB 0.0 US - 0,0,0 - 000 
: VELOCITY CAMPINU DAMPING FREQUIENCY CYC TO AfMP 
:: (EAS - F'II1) ) ( d .[ (CP,.) L/2 AMF'L) 
: 0.0 0.0 L,17402 12. ,5671 ... 45 
-" 0,0 0.0 2, 15075 22.82022"5 Z '45 
23.2 -0.0Z513. 	 -6,/25 22. ,3490 3.387,45 
12.68 	 -0.00051 1. L9385 12,45,329 7.23154 
16 55 -0. 07552 7,358050 22 . 16719 2 .0909-1 
25,35 -0.00L.I-1 1,2L 802 L2..45 19 7. 08574 
. 77.58 -0 . Lazi7 12. 5/44a 2297b29 L,2097 
* 42.20 -0.00250 1.270,', 1. 44279 6.78913 
114.8', 	 -0.2583 L 20,44804 22.57598 0 .',6S28 
63,25 -0. 00665 t .,13091 12.48 ',3 6 . 02064 
t.147. i5 -0,.35677 2.29763 21,64267 0,70-16 
04.29 -0,01626 . 801/9 12.39291 1- ,6947 
:68.31 -0.39269 27.44928 20,6/06y 0. 52198
 
: LO0053 -0.02/62 ' 2.23)119) 12,34611 3 02914
 
1.28 0 401 23 	 533] 1 t, 9560Z 0-0, *2, 51165 
11.2,56 -0.03770 2.6137 12 28763 3,25890 
196.43 -0. 40092 26.26/ 19.29929 0.5L02 
: 124.30 -0.04877 ,0227 12 1256 2801.01 
209. S" -0.+ 9b40 2,1 9209 18. /(051 .5 L865 
- 135.72 -0,06084 3,15934 . 12201 2,42890 
,'2 . 0-0. ,, LL1 0 2 :30027 ,. 3362,3 74086 +15343 

> 	 ,I46,76 -0,07402 3,92657 L2.0L570 2,12111 
23,59 -0.37424 2241984 1, 57 u.54501 
L57,36 -0.08840 4-42365 JI .8926; . 136 94 
.' -0 ,35972 2106063 L7,20180 0 56o1524U+,11. 	 .
167.45 -0.10394 4.94,196 .L.75 .63 1 .62 26 
: 267.80 -0.32555 18.36900 16.44493 0.62055 
185.82 -0 ,13734 5,99879 J 1.41043 I , ita 
291.11 -'0.29012 L5.980.19 1,J.18991 0,b,9923 
* 	 201.356 --0.16987 6.90LL7 10, Y9068 1,10390
 
31" 7 ,-1 14. 15.51 0,76144
o. -0425976 1997 	 042"1400 
-0.19636 7.47581 10.1J262 (,97472
 
* 	 368.46 -0 . 22179 11 .93195 15.08004 0 87626 
* 	 232 2 -0.22530 7.62656 9.50874 0, 86421
.23u76 -0,20660 11,05235 14.6949 0,9,254 
244,3L -0.23127 7,0,3650 8.57280 0 84449 
: 480,30 -0.20407 10.841404 14,74666 0.94261 
252.58 -0.22597 6.23616 /,75z192 0.86196 
537.5i -0.20858 10 '<99b50 14.o70L 0 ,- r2430 
258. .0.21592 5 ,q4E75 7. 0306 0. 8, /10
 
.,-RUN NO. 003 	 DfATE 05-27-77 PAGE NO. 2 
RUN BY 
YANIKLE TAIL 6 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 1.,98/16,72 
-	 = 
WDR '-10.000 SB .- 1.19 L1 - [000 WH L6.72 W. 14).8 
G, - 0.030 GED - 0,0 0 S 0 ,00 OR - 1 000 
VELOCITY CAMPING CUlMPING FRE L!UEHCY CYC TO DAMP 
(rLAS--MPIH ) (0) (LtB'nn-l ) (C'S) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 	 2,08008 22,07037' 7,35455 
0 0 0.0 I.16412 12,>T .167 7,35455 
22,2 -0,00954 2,736" 22,03015 5 t38055 
12,57 -0.00282 1.27292 12 ,4712 6 72,4j 
. 44.59 -0.02102 3.b L 129 21,90541 4 J2 ,25 
:.- ,2b.11 -0.00583 1.38332 12.33514 6,15750 
,a"'24 -0.04100 4.81[749 21 .59748 5, 107-49 
/41,1 -0,01049 1.t,434 12 ,2981,50 5 44946 
106,81 	 --0. 07291 6.7053/ 20M98825 2. ,4403 
62,22 -0.01792 1.04075 12, 22599 4,60381 
137,15 -0.10837 3876889 20,17 CL 1.59450 
82 36 --0.02805 2 20910 12. 166 800)00l,:5 

152,32 -0.1344 10.01458 19,44317 1 34172
 
97.65 -0.03855 2.58270 i1 992o2 3,.21660
 
172.80 -0,15119 1071257 18.87237 i,21771 
108. 81 -0.04839 2.925M1 11 .8878 2 61467 
.186 3 -- 0. [629 11. 17.19 18 30696 1.13560 
119.53 -0,06010 Z.,42426 1174365 2.44870
 
198,89 -0.17317 11.33852 17,76423 1.08b97
 
L29,71 -0.07384 3.77923 'L583530 2,12487
 
210>79 -0.17768 11.26032 17.258/4 1,06239
 
139.26 -0.08954 4.28219 11.40211 1.84564
 
222.31 -0. 1701,3 10693602 16.80177 1,060u/
 
148.10 -0,10693 4,8 L1497; 11.19j20 i,;1J.34
 
: 	 233.7o -0.17528 1057703 1c,40066 1.07479
 
1i6.16 -0.12538 5,34939 10.95901 1.42002
 
256.85 -0.16400 '.oL2dO 15. 77 21 [ 13/29
 
169.79 -0, 1620/ 6,29L[13 10.4259i 1,14872 
• 	 281. 14 -0.15180 8.764'4 15 .252 1,2 363 
i.029 -0.193-17 6S90891 9.0092 0,9731 
- 306.62 -'0. 1427' 817643 15,06256 1 27692 
- :16.27 -0.21690 7. 17391 9,2ei885 0 89363 
360.04 -0.13574 7.67 1,-A 14. 73922 133:1.24 
199.19 "0.24272 6,98652 8,,.15443 0.80902 
4 15.40 -0.13,']63 7.72:189 14.57610 1,c-0041
 
206.27 -0 25040 6 37597 7. 2'301 0,7868c,
 
" 	 471 .83 -0.4 00 S, 0552 14 . 48669 .24 63 
2 ,1 -0. 258 / 37;6 t 1..1 0 2'32 
;:4
.: ']: 8 9,-- 0 . L,58150 8. 5493.;6' !J .-S. 	 ":"O 
21557 - " 	 b C28
 




.YANKEE TAIL 6 -
 TAIL EXTENSION
 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/16.72 - NO BAlANCE WEIGHT
 
&DATA1 N=30, NWS=9, NAS=7, NHS=0, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 
E=2.975, ALT=10000., WH=16.72, WA=14-48, GBEU=.03, GS=.03,
 
GR=1., GEB=0o., &END­
>-DATA2 CK=0., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 
2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
V.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14, 18., 22., 26.,
 
30., 40., 50., 60.,
 
DELTAX=0., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4-36,
 
YBAf=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=42.8, 16.14, 35.2, 16.28, 15.21, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1, 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1095.8, 104.84, 90.5, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95, 
N140M=5179., 9127., 34112., 675.17, 538.48, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.28, 
UBf=0., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1., 
RT=0., .047, .252, 65*1., 
SIICRD=O., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47, 
DELTXA=12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36, 
SBETA=9.03, 3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747, 
IBETA=62.29, 18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 





IHI ODE=15*0., &END 
SCONT1 ID=0 &END 
&CONT2 WB=0. &END 
&CONT2 WB=. &END 
&CONT2 WB=2. &END 
SCONT2 WB=3. &END 
CONT2 WB=4. FEND
 
1 RUN NO. 001 DATE 07-27-77 PAGE NO. 
RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIl EXTENSION 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/16.72 - NO BALANCE WEIGHT 
WBR= 0.0 SE = 10.22 &IT = 10000. WH = 16.72 WA = 14.48 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING EREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.17507 12.46785 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 2.14578 22.76742 7.35455
 
23.17 -0.03289 4-49800 22.76483 3.50810
 
12.69 -0.00193 1.25072 12.46722 6.90933
 
46.29 -0.07059 7.18693 22.74153 2.19333
 
25.37 -0.00423 1.34049 12.46518 6.44560
 
76.65 -0.13305 11.57752 22.60199 1.35319
 
42.25 -0.00861 1.51134 12.45926 5.71421
 
112.21 -0.22164 17.43100 22.04936 0.87680
 
63.30 -0.01785 1.86986 12.43854 4.61091
 
143.12 -0.28584 20.88697 21.05006 0.69856
 
84.20 -0.03172 2.40135 12.38369 3.57456
 
164.26 -0.30984 21.53677 20.17262 0.64925
 
100.23 -0.04467 2.88781 12.30985 2.95469
 
178.91 -0.31776 21.33751 19.53066 0.63445
 
112.09 -0.05542 3.28366 12.23661 2.58303
 
192.59 -0.31997 20.80360 18.92178 0.63045
 
123.65 -0.06713 3.70726 12.14878 2.27147
 
205.42 -0.31775 20.04534 18.34811 0.63446
 
134.86 -0.08006 4.16499 12.04565 2.00467
 
217.55 -0.31169 19.12027 17.81189 0.64572
 
145.66 -0.09439 4.66038 11.92571 1.77374
 
229.13 -0.30217 18.07128 17.31720 0.66423
 
155.96 -0.11018 5.19067 11.78692 1.57400
 
240.38 -0.28971 16.94332 16.86932 0.69012
 
165.68 -0.12725 5.74403 11-62712 1.40308
 
262.71 -0.25930 14.66147 16.13190 0.76267
 
183.02 -0.16319 6.82121 11.23883 1.14206
 
285.94 -0.22860 12.67971 15.60752 0.85320
 
197.24 -0.19619 7.65020 10.76591 0.97545
 
310.53 -0.20383 11.20592 15.25461 0.94358
 
208.46 -0.22120 8.08159 10.24049 0.87832
 
362.72 -0.17541 9.58213 14.84903 1.07415
 
224.09 -0.24617 7.95940 9.17386 0.79891
 
417.11 -0.16600 9.01245 14.63621 1.12567
 
233.89 -0.24976 7.21304 8.20688 0.78865
 
472.60 -0.16656 8.96042 14.51020 1.12246
 
240.26 -0f24352 6.33871 7.37671 0.80666
 
528.71 -0.17245 9.17758 14.42946 1.08981
 
244.56 -0.23330 5.52098 6.67443 0.83796
 
585.23 -0.18140 9.54660 14.37486 1.04372
 
247.55 -0.22182 4.81041 6.08052 0.87616
 
699.05 -0.20422 10.52865 14.30866 0.94201
 
251.26 -0.19931 3.70508 5.14304 0.96216
 
813.50 -0.23049 11.68008 14.27256 0.84700
 
253.32 -0.17955 2.92586 4.44448 1.05292 
1043.47 -0.29762 14.20827 14.23906 0.69465 
255.30 -0.14873 1.95614 3.43384 1.23448
 
1274.28 -0.34757 16.87567 14.22705 0.58436
 
256.12 -0.12661 1.40685 2.85948 1.40885
 
1505.60 -0.40888 19.61108 14.22358 0.50273
 


















































2 RUN NO. 001 DATE 07-27-77 PAGE NO. 
RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIL EXTENSION 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/16.72 - NO BALANCE WEIGHT 
WBR 1.000 SB = 10.22 ALT = 10000. NH = 16.72 WA = 14.48 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.19871 12.71872 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 2.33842 24-81143 7.35455
 
23.96 -0.17159 14.91051 23.54328 1.09446
 
12.87 -0.02318 2.11229 12.64423 4.14922
 
45.67 -0.19448 15.82098 22.43379 0.98287
 
25.56 -0.02969 2.35489 12.55777 3.69632
 
73.43 -0.20241 15.80997 21.65297 0.94932
 
42.33 -0.03283 2.46341 12-48068 3.51180
 
106.65 -0.22510 16.79491 20.95615 0.86489
 
63.13 -0.03821 2.65837 12.40591 3.23474
 
137.53 -0.25366 18.02633 20.22801 0.77781
 
83.78 -0.04714 2.98625 12.32228 2.86018
 
159.59 -0.27318 1E.66839 19.59998 0.72774
 
99.67 -0.05682 3.33867 12.24034 2.54125
 
174.97 -0.28409 18.847e3 19.10136 0.70247
 
111.44 -0.06583 3.66267 12.16547 2.30228
 
189.27 -0.29081 18.74152 18-59569 0.68776
 
122.93 -0.07641 4.03730 12.07750 2.07355
 
202.59 -0.29302 18.36330 18.09537 0.68304
 
134.07 -0.08863 4.46282 11.97449 1.85984
 
215.11 -0.29075 17.74T62 17.61248 0.68787
 
144.79 -0.10255 4.93644 11.85434 1.66452
 
227.03 -0.28432 16.94338 17.15824 0-70194
 
155.00 -0.11808 5.44977 11.71479 1.48999
 
238.57 -0.27438 16.01003 16.74248 0.72486
 
164.63 -0.13492 5.98612 11.55375 __ 1.33784 
261.43 -0.24798 14.01922 16.05317 0.79371
 
181.79 -0.17010 7.01745 11.16291 1.10262
 
285.07 -0.22046 12.24373 15.56028 0.88091
 
195.85 -0.20188 7.78758 10.69017 0.95150
 
309.94 -0.19810 10.91074 15.22591 0.96729
 
207.00 -0.22564 8.16664 10.16873 0.86308
 
362.43 -0.17244 9.43618 14.83687 1.08987
 
222.66 -0.24888 7.98628 9.11535 0.79114
 
416.94 -0.16429 8.93014 14.63027 1.13559
 
232.59 -0.25158 7.21970 8.16138 0.78356
 
472.50 -0.16548 8.90887 14.50710 1.12872
 
239.11 -0;24484 6.33897 7.34156 0.80278
 
528.65 -0.17171 9.14281 14.42784 1.09383
 
243.56 -0.23431 5.51945 6.64712 0.83477
 
585.20 -0.18086 9.52194 14.37407 1.04636
 
246.68 -0.22262 4.80859 6.05906 0.87340
 
699.05 -0.20392 10.51503 14.30865 0.94323
 
250.59 -0.19984 3.70369 5.12928 0.95995
 
813.51 -0.23031 11.67203 14.27284 0.84760
 
252.90 -0-17992 2.9249a 4.43522 1.05106
 
1043.50 -0.28755 14.20539 14.23947 0.69481
 
254.96 -0.14893 1.95572 3.47914 1.23308
 
1274.31 -0.34754 16.87497 14.22744 0-5844P
 
255.87 -0.12673 1.40663 2.85678 1.40775
 
1505.63 -0.40887 11.61143 14.22393 0.50273
 





















































































YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIL EXTENSION
 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/16.72 - NO BALANCE WEIGHT
 
WBR = 2.000 SB = 10.22 AIT = 10000. WH = 16.72 WA = 14.48
 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000
 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING -REQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(E-AS- PH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 2.04854 21.73567 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 1.15808 12.28763 7.35455
 
22.06 -0.01111 2.7,9909 21.67120 5.36653
 
12.51 -0.00709 1-43191 12.28832 5.94845
 
43.74 -0.02630 3.80C63 21.48908 3.91913 
25.01 -0.01345 1.67691 12.28561 5.07825
 
71.63 --0.05765 5.81636 21.12181 2.51714
 
41.62 -0.02171 1.99374 12.27278 4.26679
 
104.51 -0.10877 8.95300 20.53662 1.58997
 
62.27 -0.03259 2.40564 12.23517 3.52538
 
134.92 -0.16175 11.95437 19.84441 1.15064
 
82.73 -0.04537 2.88089 12.16757 2.92755
 
156.70 -0.19766 13.76460 19.24520 0.96914
 
98.45 -0.05744 3.32124 12.09055 2.52333
 
171.95 -0.21929 14.70103 18.77160 0.88508
 
110.07 -0.06809 3.70305 12.01653 2.24929
 
186.19 -0.23523 15.24223 18.29291 0.83188
 
121.40 -0.08023 4.13040 11.92751 2.00164
 
199.52 -0.24521 15.40798 17.82087 0.80170
 
132.36 -0.09396 4.60366 11.82187 1.77996
 
212.12 -0.24940 15.24421 17.36722 0.78968
 
142.87 -0.10928 5.11835 11.69774 1.58416
 
224.16 -0.24834 14.81542 16.94294 0.79269
 
152.87 -0.12602 5.66282 11.55317 1.41415
 
235.93 -0.24295 14.19793 16-55738 0.80834
 
162.25 -0.14378 6.21652 11.38653 1.26961
 
259.34 -0.22413 12.71394 15.92U91 0.86821
 
178.91 -0.17959 7.23347 10.98593 1.05273
 
283.53 -0.20283 11.31986 15.47605 0.94765
 
192.56 -0.21056 7.94324 10.51066 0.91719
 
308.81 -0.18524 10.25808 15.17036 1.02508
 
203.47 -0.23300 8.25858 9.99536 0.83892
 
361.77 -0.16534 9.08859 14.81016 1.12951
 
219.06 -0.25411 8.00456 8.96798 0.77658
 
416.54 -0.15998 8.72341 14.61613 1.16138
 
229.21 -0.25553 7.21452 8.04266 0.77272
 
472.24 -0.16263 8.77443 14.49936 1.14540
 
236.05 -0.24796 6.32871 7.24740 0.79377
 
528.50 -0.16971 9.04968 14.42366 1.10476
 
240.82 -0.23684 5.50961 6.57243 0.82686
 
585.12 -0.17940 9.45454 14.37198 1.05367
 
244.25 -0.22470 4.80045 5.99945 0.86628
 
699.05 -0.20307 10.47676 14.30863 0.94667
 
248.68 -0.20129 3.69E70 5.09021 0.95392
 
813.56 -0.22978 11.64905 14.27364 0.84932
 
251.28 -0.18097 2.92190 4.40958 1.04583 
1043.59 -0.2733 14.19704 14.24067 0.69528 
253.95 -0.14952 1.95442 3.46537 1.22902
 
1274.42 -0.34747 16.87293 14.22859 0.58452
 
255.16 -0.12709 1.40595 2.84884 1.40451
 
1505.74 -0.40887 19.61250 14.22494 0.50274
 



























































RUN NO 001 DATE 07-27-77 PAGE NO. 4 
RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIL EXTENSION 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/16.72- NO BALANCE WEIGHT 
WBR = 3.000 S = 10.22 ALT = 10000. WH = 16.72 WA = 14.48 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAM-BDA) (CPS) (1/2 AIPL) 
0.0 0.0 2.06969 21.96009 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 1.16217 12.33101 7.35455 
22.30 -0.00917 2.69599 21.90938 5.63298 
12.55 -0.00393 1.31394 12.32706 6.50294 
44.29 -0.02097 3.48410 21.75716 4.32851 
25.07 -0.00799 1.46973 12.31442 5.80771 
72.59 -0.04399 L.97523 21.40449 2.98207 
41.66 -0.01422 1.70632 12.28347 4.98984 
105.66 -0.08372 7.41769 20.76256 1.94017 
62.19 -0.02401 2.07356 12.22019 4.08497 
135.74 -0.12927 9.989160 19.96510 1.38532 
82.44 -0.03693 2.54972 12.12606 3.29651 
157.02 -0.16289 11.68604 19.28445 1.14385 
97.94 -0.04978 3.01453 12.02819 2-76572 
171.85 -0.18445 12.63933 18.76029 1.02883 
109.36 -0.06134 3.42586 11.93840 2.41548 
185.68 -0.20134 13.25904 18.24328 0.95371 
120.44 -0.07464 3.89008 11.83364 2.10857 
198.67 -0.21292 13.54246 17.74514 0.90826 
131.13 -0.08972 4.40500 11.71232 1.84299 
211.01 -0.21906 13.51811 17.27646 0.88586 
141.35 -0.10650 4.96264 11.57266 1.61640 
222.91 -0.22015 13.23E97 16.84651 0.88203 
151.01 -0.12471 5.54693 11.41291 1.42617 
234.58 -0.21700 12.77468 16.46253 0.89325 
160.05 -0.14380 6.13284 11.23187 1.26946 
258.05 -0.20285 11.59127 15.84569 0.94756 
176.00 -0.18151 7.18140 10.80744 1.04314 
282.43 -0.18604 10.46281 15.41591 1.02129 
189.05 -0.21335 7.88891 10.31877 0.90665 
307.89 -0.17222 9.60915 15.12537 1.09106 
199.51 -0.23613 8.19431 9.80097 0.82906 
361.13 -0.15733 8-70074 14.78397 1.17777 
214.69 -0.25750 7.93826 8.78905 0.76744 
416.09 -0.15471 8.47240 14.60044 1.19450 
224.84 -0.25894 7.16157 7.88945 0.76360 
471.94 -0.15894 8.60084 14.49005 1.16777 
231.90 -0.25120 6.29009 7.12008 0.78461 
528.31 -0.16701 8.92379 14.41836 1.11994 
236.99 -0.23980 5.48215 6.46779 0.81777 
585.01 -0.17735 9.36020 14.36926 1.06408 
240.76 -0.22734 4.78092 5.91358 0.85736 
699.05 -0.20181 10.420E4 14.30868 0.95178 
245.82 -0.20333 3.68843 5.03168 0.94558 
813.63 -0.22898 11.61422 14.27488 0.85194 
248.94 -0.18252 2.91610 4.36762 1.03917 
1043.73 -0.28700 14.18392 14.24257 0.69602 
252.35 -0.15045 1.95213 3-44356 1.22272 
1274.58 -0.3u735 16.86S69 14.23043 0.58471 
254.02 -0.12767 1.40480 2.83606 1.39935 
1505.91 -0.40886 19.61423 14.22657 0.50275 











































5 RUN NO. 001 DATE 07-27-77 PAGE NO. 
RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 6 - TAIL EXTENSION 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 14.98/16.72 - NO BALANCE WEIGHT 
WBR 4.000 SB = 10.22 ALT = 10000. IH = 16.72 WA = 14.48 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING BREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 2.07507 22.01721 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 1.16317 12.34165 7.35455
 
22.36 -0.00926 2.71007 21.97181 5.61968
 
12.56 -0.00332 1.29129 12.33726 6.62251
 
44-44 -0.02077 3.48245 21.83313 4.34569
 
25.09 -0.00682 1.42546 12.32364 5.99255
 
72.92 -0.04201 4.86373 21.50070 3-06415
 
41.68 -0.01226 1.63157 12.29020 5.22131
 
106.20 -0.07765 7.05732 20.86802 2.04960
 
62.19 -0.02100 1.95820 12-22112 4.32595
 
136.33 -0.11853 9.35689 20.0522g 1.48545
 
82.38 -0.03290 2.39444 12.11709 3.50770
 
157.50 -0.14912 10.88489 19.34345 1.23179
 
97.78 -0.04510 2.83302 12.00803 2.93798
 
172.17 -0.16902 11.75137 18.79532 1.10863
 
109.08 -0.05634 3.22991 11.90767 2.55542
 
185.81 -0.18482 12.32027 18.25556 1.02707
 
120.01 -0.06950 3.68556 11.79063 2.21749
 
198.59 -0.19584 12.58524 17.73809 0.97695
 
130.49 -0.08465 4.19796 11.65551 1-92451
 
210.74 -0.20188 12.56942 17.25472 0.95152
 
140.47 -0.10169 4.75818 11.50085 1.67539
 
222.49 -0.20322 12.32033 16.81503 0.94602
 
149.85 -0.12031 5.34811 11.32538 1.46784
 
234.06 -0.20066 11.90268 16.42586 0.95656
 
158.57 -0.13991 5.94014 11.12852 1.29858­
257.44 -0.18834 10.84351 15.80820 1.01051
 
173.85 -0.17859 6.99569 10.67527 1.05773
 
281.83 -0.17380 9.84893 15.38299 1.08263
 
186.24 -0.21128 7.70553 10.16565 0.91445
 
307.33 -0.16212 9.11231 15.09751 1.14843
 
196.16 -0.23486 8.01810 9.63619 0.83303
 
360.66 -0.15041 8.36794 14.76443 1.22300
 
210.62 -0.25781 7.79597 8.62225 0.76662
 
415.72 -0.14974 8.23708 14.58718 1.22751
 
220.47 -0.26045 7.05896 7.73599 0.75963
 
471.66 -0.15522 8.42657 14.48147 1.19121
 
227.51 -0.25340 6.21923 6.98528 0.77853
 
528-12 -0.16413 8.79047 14.41319 1.13651
 
232.75 -0.24229 5.43362 6.35204 0.81031
 
584.90 -0.17508 9.25600 14.36651 1.07586
 
236.75 -0.22986 4.74741 5.81522 0.84906
 
699.06 -0.20034 10.35453 14.30885 0.95786
 
242.38 -0.20558 3.67163 4.96112 0.93659
 
813.72 -0.22800 11.57163 14.27646 0.85517
 
246.03 -0.18437 2.90698 4.31651 1.02924
 
1043.91 -0.23657 14.167C8 14.24503 0.69696
 
250.27 -0.15163 1.94874 3.41518 1.21475
 
1274.90 -0.34719 16.86540 14.23287 0.5d496
 
252.49 -0.12844 1.40317 2.81904 1.29258
 
1506.15 -0.40894 19-61658 14.22877 0.50277
 


























































































&DATA1 N=30, NWS=9, NAS=6, NHS=O, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 




&DATA2 CK=0., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26.
 
30., 40., 50., 60.,
 
DELTAX=O., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=42.8, 16.14, 58.86, 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
fMOM=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.2
 
WBM=0., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
WTH=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
SMICRD=0., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17,255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
MIBETA=18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 












32 &CONT2 WB=2. SEND
 
34 &CONT2 WB=4. &END
 



















































































































































































































































































































































































WBR= 2.000 SB = -1.19 ALT = 10000 WH = 17.26 WA = 21.36 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-HPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AfPL) 
0.0 0.0 2.19098 23.24703 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 1.49112 15.82122 7.35455 
23.60 -0.00595 2.61820 23.18291 6.13751 
16.11 -0.01133 2.05578 15.83250 5.33827 
4.6.81 -0.01503 3.25311 22.99653 4.89993 
32.29 -0.02224 2.60329 15.86390 4.22390 
76.64 -0.03710 4.76359 22.59924 3.28842 
54.03 -0.03572 3.28948 15.93151 3.35704 
111.59 -0.07852 7.47574 21.92764 2.03313 
81.69 -0.05081 4.07499 16.05148 2.73034 
143.39 -0.12810 10.47510 21.09051 1.39558 
110.27 -0.06404 4.79149 16.21813 2.34616 
165.42 -0.16838 12.66124 20.31593 1.11221 
133.55 -0.07222 5.26711 16.40136 2.15841 
180.00 -0.20036 14.22110 19.65042 0.95778 
152.00 -0.07471 5.45877 16.59359 2.10704 
192.67 -0.24113 16.12433 18.93004 0.81376 
171.46 -0.06621 5.09162 16.84595 2.29333 
205.35 -0.30291 19.18301 18.34184 0.66276 
190-71 - -0.03571 3.51634 17.03356 3.35770 
219-61 -0.36608 22.37356 17.98074 0.55706 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STAB YAW, FUS TORS 27.86/17.26
 
&DATA1 N=30, NWS=9, NAS=6, NHS=0, BE=13.27, A=5.355, c=-4.165,
 




&DATA2 CK=0., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3., 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26. 
30.,, 4 0. , 50., 60., 
DELTAX=O., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=42.8, 16.14, 58.86, 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
MMOM=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.2
 
WBM=O., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
WTM=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
SMICRD=0., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
5IBETA=18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 






















STAB YAW, FUS TOES 27.86/17.26
 

















= 17.26 WA 

































































































285.77 -0.26368 23.54989 25.52467 0.75127
 
185.12 -0.12938 8.27908 16.53439 1.38431
 
301.06 -0.26141 22.'56662 24.64937 0.75712
 































































































































































































































STAB YAW, FUS TORS 27.86/17.26
 


























































































































264.29 -0.17701 15.35192 23.60565 1.06581
 
191.63 -0.15586 9.99410 17.11586 1.18709
 
277.38 -0.17697 14.78760 22.74316 1.06606
 






































































































































































































































STAB YAW, FUS TORS 27.86/17.26
 
WBR = 4.000 SB = 1.19 ALT = 10000. WH = 17.26 WA = 27.86 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMHDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 2.79796 29.68732 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 1.54067 16.34702 7.35455 
30.16 -0.00246 3.02107 29.62964 6.79819 
16.65 -0.01251 2.18420 16.35493 5.19018 
59.96 -0.00635 3.36314 29.45313 6.07036 
33.34 -0.02542 2.85130 16.37792 3.98146 
98.43 -0.01554 4.15288 29.02515 4.84454 
55.72 -0.04362 3.79980 16.42993 2.99711 
143.41 -0.03358 5.62875 28.18053 3.47028 
84.11 -0.06853 5.11626 16.52838 2.23926 
183.71 -0.05578 7.28124 27.01995 2.57221 
113.33 -0.09682 6.64113 16.66852 1.73973 
211.16 -0.07209 8.31759 25.93353 2.16118 
136.91 -0.12235 8.04775 16.81431 1.44821 
229.31 -0.08126 8.74992 25.03280 1.98305 
155.28 -0.14466 9.30153 16.95197 1.26326 
245.11 -0.08541 8.73110 24.08198 1.91184 
174.25 -0.17096 10.80860 17.12011 1.09790 
258.61 -0.08160 8.09858 23.09831 1.97696
 
193.98 -0.20378 12.72518 17.32633 0.94378
 
270.12 -0.06545 6.63222 22.11651 2.31145
 

















































































































































































































































































SDATAl N=30, NWS=9, NAS=6, NHS=O, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 




SDATA2 CK=0., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26,
 
30., 40., 50., 60.,
 
DELTAX=0., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STIPM=42.8, 16.14, 58.86, 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
MMMO=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.:
 
WBM=0., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
WTK=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
SMICRD=O., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
MIBETA=18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 






















FUS SIDE BEND, FIN BEND 21.36/40.63
 
WBR= 0.0 SB = 1.19 AIT = 10000. WH = 40.63 WA = 21.36 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP­
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.99334 21.15002 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 4.02811 42.73954 7.35455 
43.52 -0.02894 7.91694 42.75926 3.74369 
21.53 -0.00238 2.15113 21.14870 6.81467 
87.12 -0.06084 12.21441 42.79952 2.42881 
43.04 -0.00574 2.37439 21.14448 6.17266 
145.11 -0.11119 18.97976 42.78854 1.56266 
71.67 -0.01387 2.91224 21.13242 5.02978 
215.54 -0.18166 28.16405 42.35426 1.04239 
107.25 -0.03536 4.32736 21.07484 3.37574 
280.75 -0.22972 33.69204 41.29264 0.84952 
141.77 -0.07102 6.61742 20.85208 2.18418 
329.09 -0.24165 34.49131 40.41598 0.81221 
167.03 -0.10025 8.39436 20.51376 1.69389 
365.37 -0.24330 34.24584 39.88582 0.80731 
184.93 -0.11925 9.46626 20.18855 1.47827 
401.68 -0.24333 33.88840 39.46558 0.80723 
201.82 -0.13527 10.29498 19.82868 1.33504 
438.02 -0.24335 33.59711 39.12329 0.80716 
217.73 -0.14886 10.92768 19.44754 1.23357 
474.30 -0.24373 33.39515 38.83345 0.80603 














































































































































































































ALT = 10000. 





= 40.63 WA = 21.36 
= 0.030 GB = 1.000 
FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 



























































































441.53 -0.19451 27.81556 39.43657 0.98274
 
207.08 -0.13858 9.79591 184 4 9624 1.30878
 
477.91 -0.20475 28.85764 3.9.12926 0.93987
 






































































































































































































PUS SIDE BEND, FIN BEND 21.36/40.63
 





















































ALT = 10000. 





= 40.63 WA 










































































































































































































































































































&DATAl N=30, NWS=9, NAS=6, NHS=0, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 




&DATA2 CK=0., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26.
 
30., 40., 50., 60.,
 
DELTAX=0., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAR=5.95, 5.95,. 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=42.8, 16.14, 58.86, 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
MIOM=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.
 
WBM=0., 0., .01, .21, .41, -575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
WTM=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
SMICRD=0., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
MIBETA=18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 






















STAB YAW, ?IN BEND 27.86/40.63
 


























































































































439.34 -0.26631 36.52908 39.24106 0.74461
 
283.50 -0.12689 12.48030 25.32134 1.40634
 
474.22 -0.262-b4 - 35.68366 38.82710 0.75421
 




































































































































































































































ALT = 10000. 





= 40.63 WA = 27-.86 
= 0.030 GR = 1.000 
FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 



























































































440.40 -0.20046 28.47953 39.33573 0.95737
 
270.84 -0.13275 12.36878 24.19090 1.35566
 
475.72 -0.20887 29.22869 38.94967 0.92368
 
































































































































































































3 RUN NO. 004 DATE 07-28-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 2 
STAB YAW, FIN BEND 27.86/40.63 
WBR 4.000 SB = 1.19 AIT = 10000. WH = 40.63 WA = 27.86 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 4.06252 43.10474 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 2.49782 26.50273 7.35455 
43.85 -0.01289 5.80518 43.07974 5.14381 
26.95 -0.00207 2.66799 26.47944 6.87942 
87.53 -0.02707 7.70939 42.99935 3.86606 
53.76 -0.00469 2.87832 26.40838 6.35959 
145.11 -0.04908 10.63016 42.78856 2.79007 
88.98 -0.01009 3.30468 26.23784 5.50333 
215.49 -0.08100 14.76679 42.34438 1.98764 
131.81 -0.02117 4.16334 25.90106 4.31224 
283.63 -0.11473 18.96721 41.71603 1.52450 
172.88 -0.03803 5.43460 25.42792 3.24318 
334.92 -0.13936 21.88543 41.13266 1.30274 
203.31 -0.05530 6.69099 24.96916 2.58667 
372.49 -0.15568 23.72036 40.66338 1.18825 
225.12 -0.07042 7.75295 24.57572 2.19718 
409.05 -0.16945 25.18226 40.18951 1.10623 
245.77 -0.08689 8.86706 24.14712 1.88761 
444.78 -0.18053 26.27537 39.72687 1.04800 
265..21 20-.10422 9.98827 23.68783 1.,64385 
479.86 -0.18907 27.0-3955 39.28848 1.00715 







































































































































































































2 YANKEE TAIL 2
 
3 HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24
 
4 1, 
&DATA1 N=30, NWS=9, NAS=6, NHS=O, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4-.165,
 
6 E=2.975, ALT=10000., WH=49., WA=24.24, GBET=.03, GS=.03,
 
7 GR=1., GEB=O., SEND
 
8 &DATA2 CK=O., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
9 3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26
 
30., 40., 50., 60., 
11 	 DETTAX=O., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55,, 6.55, 4.36,
 
12 YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
13 STRIPM=21.4, 8.07, 17.6, 16.28, 15.21, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
14 SALPHA=235.4, 191.9, 547.9, 104.84, 90.5, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 




16 WBM=5*0., .05, .35, .68, 1.,
 
17 WTM=O., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
18 SIICRD=O., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
19 	 DELTXA=9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
21 MIBETA=18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




24 BSA=19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 








29 	 SCONTI ID=O SEND 
&CONT2 WB=O. SEND 
31 SCON2 WB=2. SEND 
32 SCONT2 WB--4. SEND 






HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24
 
WBR = 0.0 	 SB = 1.19 ALT = 10000. WH = 49.00 WA = 24.24 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000, 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL)
 
0.0 0.0 	 2.29987 24.40237 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 	 4.97191 52.75360 7.35455
 
53.70 -0.06259 15.34810 52.76313 2.38289
 
24.83 -0.00467 2.65794 24.39959 6.36304
 
107.35 -0.13052 26.59379 52.73391 1.37448
 
49.65 -0.01109 3.14868 24.39103 5.36943
 
177.44 -0.23140 42.96682 52.32201 0.84407
 
82.65 -0.02606 4.29172 24.36992 3.93596
 
256.41 -0.33702 58.09508 50.38489 0.60116
 
123.53 -0.06582 7.30736 24.27465 2.30261
 
322-56 -0.34181 55.41676 47.44286 0.59341
 
162.09 -0.13372 12.26188 23.84064 1.34768
 
374.89 -0.30069 47.83268 46.04147 0.66719
 
188.34 -0.18589 15.68,796 23.13053 1.02199
 
418.11 -0.27412 43.60825 45.64359 0.72550
 
205.74 -0.21458 17.25707 22.45968 0.90212
 
463.89 -0.25794 41.22973 45.57765 0.76625
 
221.40 -0.23433 18.,06352 21.75224 0.83470
 
511.38 -0.25099 40:31979 45.67549 0.78522 
235.61 -0.24-770 18.35956 21.04415 0.79450 
559.95 -0.25091 40.45988 45.84596 0.38542
 








































































































































































































































2 RUN NO. 005 DATE 07-28-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 2 
HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24 
WBR = 2.000 SB = 1.19 ALT = 10000. WH = 49.00 WA = 24.24 
GB = 0.030 GEE = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 4.45282 47.24595 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 2.20243 23.36853 7.35455 
48.09 -0.01780 7.09530 47.25047 4.61597 
23.73 -0.00817 2.79626 23.31954 5.78056 
96.17 -0.03394 9.48918 47.24207 3.45086 
47.16 -0.01786 3.48375 23.16895 4.60985 
160.13 -0.05765 13.00139 47.21852 2.51739 
77.47 -0.03759 4.85080 22.84346 3.264'19 
240.09 -0.08978 17.75217 47-17715 1.84208 
113.43 -0.07199 7.14185 22.28978 2.16333 
320.44 -0.12246 22.57433 47.13073 1.44716 
146.91 -0.11210 9.64575 21.60740 1.55272 
383.52 -0.14717 26.21543 47.10059 1.24536 
170.98 -0.14356 11.44955 20.99865 1.27125 
431.34 -0.16511 28.86290 47.08773 1.13082 
187.81 -0.16585 12.61485 20.50281 1.12657 
479.26 -0.18246 31.42943 47.08731 1.03847 
203.40 -0.18607 13.56513 19.98404 1.02114 
527.34 -0.19938 33.94194 47.10148 0.96189 
217.75 -0.20382 14.28688 19.44929 0.94361 
b75.64 -0.21605 36.43119 47.13102 0.89673 






















































































































































































































-HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24
 











= 10000. WH 
= 0.0 GS 
DAMPING 
(LAMBDA) 
= 49.00 WA 

































































































538.04 -0.19528 34.01141 48-05690 0.97940
 
211.42 -0.14248 10.23241 18.88371 1.27919
 
586.53 -0.21355 36.74297 48.02209 0.90593
 

























































































































































































































































































































































































HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24
 
-
&DATAl N=30, NWS=9, NAS=7, NHS=0, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,

-E=2.975, ALT=10000., WH=4Y., WA=24.24, GBET=.03, GS=.03, 
GR=1., GEB=0., &END 
SDATA2 CK=0., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3., 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26. 
30., 40., 50., 60.,
 
DELTAX=O., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=21.4, 8.07, 17.6, 16.28, 15.21, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=235.4, 191.9, 547.9, 104.84, 90.5, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 




WBM=5*0., .05, .35, .68, 1.,
 
WT=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
SfICRD=O., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=7., 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=4.52, 3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
HIBETA=31.15, 18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 






















HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24
 



























































































































523.11 -0.23450 38.82461 46.72295 0.83416
 
229.82 -0.22488 16,43629 20.52691 0.86566
 
572.14 -0.24082 39.85501 46.84401 0.81470
 


































































































































































































2 RUN NO. 001 DATE 07-28-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 3 
HORIZ STAB BEND/PUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24 
WBR = 2.000 SB = 5.71 ALT = 10000. WH = 49.00 WA = 24.24 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING 'DAMPING TREQUENCY CYC TO DAmP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (lAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 4.47063 47.43483 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 2.19995 23.34218 7.35455 
48.29 -0.01864 7.24985 47.44834 4.53648 
23.71 -0.00923 2.87128 23.29743 5.62418 
96.61 -0.03554 9.78714 47.46165 3.36136 
47.14 -0.01957 3.60645 23.15663 4.45065 
161.01 -0.05998 13.42085 47.47762 2.45209 
77.49 -0.03932 4.97611 22.84930 3.18281 
241.67 -0.09224 18.23734 47.48772 1.80487 
113.55 -0.07206 7.15456 22.31337 2.16177 
322.85 -0.12479 23.09083 47.48510 1.42543 
147.06 -0.10920 9.45897 21.63028 1.58506 
386.62 -0.14942 26.76314 47.48150 1.22974 
171.05 -0.13803 11.08911 21.00661 1.31307 
434.97 -0.16738 29.44432 47.48403 1.11782 
187.72 -0.15841 12.12979 20.49287 1.17105 
483.41 -0.18482 32.05344 47.49510 1.02707 
203.08 -0.17690 12.96901 19.95226 1.06638 
532.00 -0.20189 34.61589 47.51712 0.95148 
217.12 -0.19318 13.59721 19.39324 0.98862 
580.78 -0'.21875 37. 16027 47.55120 0.88697 







































































































































































































HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 49.0/24.24
 
WBR = 4.000 	 SB = 5.71 ALT = 10000. WE = 49.00 WA = 24.24
 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000
 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 	 4.57333 48.52456 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 	 2.22903 23.65077 7.35455
 
/ 
49.39 -0.01453 6.78876 48.52737 4.95477
 
24.02 -0.00152 2.33703 23.60069 6.99982
 
98.79 -0.02957 9.08295 48.53051 3.70352
 
47.73 -0.00447 2.53944 23.44956 6.40064
 
164.55 -0.05157 12.43358 48.52184 2.70501
 
78.32 -0.01281 3.10612 23.09488 5.15376
 
246.70 -0.08197 17.05255 48.47674 1.97048
 
114.13 -0.03167 4.34487 22.42715 3.57787
 
329.05 -0.11439 21.95262 48.39648 1.52811
 
146.56 -0.05888 6.01929 21.55664 2.48235
 
393.46 -0.14005 25.81416 48.32187 1.29752
 
169.19 -0.08382 7.43014 20.77880 1.93843
 
442.14 -0.15925 28.69640 48.26682 1.16587
 
184.64 -0.10346 8.45139 20.15710 1.65321
 
490.77 -0.17815 31.53068 48.21834 1.06000
 
198.69 -0.12285 9.37441 19.52165 1.44344
 
539.42 -0.19676 34.32246 48.18000 0.97301
 
211.41 -0.14136 10.16540 18.88321 1.28759
 
588.14 -0.21514 37.08564 48.15407 0.90002
 









































































































































































































































SDATAl N=30, NWS=9, NAS=7, NHS=O, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 




&DATA2 CK=O., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26.
 
30., 40., 50., 60.,
 
DELTAX=0., 0., 12.5, .9.04,-6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAS=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=42.8, 16.14, 58.86, 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.03, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
i1 OM=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.2
 
WBM=0., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
WTM=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
SMICRD=O., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=9.03, 3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
MIBETA=62.29, 18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 
FSA=.01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
CAPFSA=.252, 6*1., 
BSA=20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 






















ORIG!NAU PAGE LSOF POOR QUALITy 
WB= 0.0 	 SB = 10.22 ALT = 10000. WH = 17.26 WA = 21.36 
GB = 0.030 GEE = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AIPL)
 
0.0 0.0 	 1.49245 15.83538 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 	 2.28323 24.22588 7.35455
 
24.65 -0.02149 3.91778 24.21949 4.28501
 
16.12 -0.00882 1.93186 15.83870 5.68290
 
49.24 -0.04666 5.82511 24.18793 2.87820
 
32.26 -0.01771 2.37529 15.84814 4.62476
 
81.55 -0.09000 9.06478 24.04523 1.83865
 
53.82 -0.02939 2.96095 15.86951 3.71501
 
119.77 -0.15591 13.74470 23.53390 1.18682
 
81.00 -0.04290 3.64517 15.91725 3.02676
 
153.57 -0.21156 17.14101 22.58740 0.91339
 
108.86 -0.05530 4.29061 16.01174 2.58670
 
175.47 -0.23988 18.37523 21.67262 0.81753
 
131.38 -0.06516 4.82381 16.13538 2.31855
 
191.69 -0.25540 18.76253 20.92575 0.77307
 
149.03 -0.07263 5.24538 16.26872 2.14983
 
204.88 -0.26919 18.92097 20.12990 0.73744
 
167.46 -0.07882 5.62476 16.45319 2.02756
 
215.78 -0.28740 19.21777 19.27301 0.69514
 
187.15 -0.07883 5.71553 16.71624 2.02726
 
225.39 -0.32773 20.73908 18.45371 0.61677
 






237.13 -0.38680 23.46670 17.92159 0.52936
 
226.69 -0.01806 2.58697 17.13219 4.59038
 
250.10 -0.43933 25.87875 17.55159 0.47011 
243.78 0.01487 0.81337 17.10810 14.57939 
275.58 -0.51845 29.15738 16.92253 0.40229 
275.56 0.05964 0.0 16.92127 99999-.00000 
298.89 -0.57115 30.81096 16.31458 0.36703 
305.33 0.08561 0.0 16.66617 99999.00000 
319.58 -­0.60313 31.22648 15.69933 0.34849 
333.53 0.09849 0.0 16.38480 99999.00000 
352.92 -0.61829 29.42487 14.44758 0.34034 
386.27 0.09513 0.0 15.81312 99999.00000 
376.08 -0.58625 25.54828 13.19633 0.35803 
436.32 0.06261 0.0 15.31033 99999.00000 
390.21 -0.52839 21.01661 11.98058 0.39513 
487412 0.01168 0.86061 14.95618 12.04595 
397.49 -0.46664 16.92561 10.84809 0.44426 
541.50 -0.04421 3.44552 14.77843 2.97304 
400.93 -0.41469 13.75769 9.84788 0.49616 
599.44 -0.09489 5.77680 14.72381 1.76669 
403.73 -0.34216 9.66179 8.26383 0.59286 
720.23 -0.17645 9.56173 14.74222 1.06869 
404.84 -0.29445 7.23989 7.10278 0.68002 
842.85 -0.24299 12.68194 14.78753 0.80823 
405.59 -0.23310 4.57460 5.53456 0.83861 
1088.92 -0.35897 18.15788 14.85922 0.56723 
405.65 -0.19406 3.18'800 4.52904 0.98472 
1335.18 -0.46632 23.24354 14.906'99 0.44454 
1581.56 -0.57025 28.17528 14-94121 0.36757
 































































WBR = 2.000' 	SB = 10.22 ALT' = 10000. WH = 17.26 WA = 21.36
 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000
 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-PPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 00 	 2.18963 23-23265 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 	 1.49077 15.81752 7.35455
 
23.59 -0.00761 2.73849 23.17543 5.86602
 
16.11 -0.01167 2.07243 15.82908 5.29422
 
46.83 -0.01792 3.46364 23.00723 4.60425
 
32.29 -0.02289 2.63527 15.86043 4.17174
 
76.81 -0.04025 4.99833 22.64840 3.14080
 
54.01 -0.03700 3.35219 15.92646 3.29320
 
112.08 -0.07863 7.51620 22.02463 2.03113
 
81.65 -0.05390 4.22869 16.04349 2.62979
 
144.16 -0.12117 10.06990 21.20321 1.45950
 
1.10.23 -0.07111 5.15004 16.21246 2.18205
 
166.11 -0.15267 11.70707 20.40059 1.20787
 
133.62 -0.08521 5.93974 16.41066 1.91507
 
180.17 -0.17441 12.63068 19.66865 1.07938
 
152.143 -0.09568 6.57036 16.64022 1.75549
 
190.78 -0.20033 13.56372 18.74433 0.95790
 
173.44 -0.09949 6.93211 17.04088 1.70394
 
20-1.12 -0.28414 17.72855 17.96369 0.70234
 
194.97 -0.045-95 4.14S56 17.41423 2.90890
 
215.83 -0.36176 21.74899 17.67133 0.56319
 























































































































































































































= 17.26 WA 

































































































193.68 -0.28789 17.27673 17.29942 0.69406
 
200.50 -0.002&6 1.82623 17.90803 6.79702
 
209.87 -0.36417 21.27783 17.18277 0.55975
 










































































































































































































2 YANKEE TAIL 3
 




&DATA1 N=30, NWS=9, NAS=7, NHS=0, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 
6 E=2.975, ALT=10000., WH=17.26, WA=21.36, GBET=.03, GS=.03,
 
7 GR=1., GEB=Q., SEND
 
8 &DATA2 CK=O., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
9 	 3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26. 
30., 40.. 50.g 60., 
11 DELTAX=0., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
12 YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
13 STRIPN=42.8, 16.14, 58.86 , 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
14 SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
NOM=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.2
 
16 WBM=O., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
17 WTM=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
16 SMICRD=O., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
19 DELTXA=12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=9.03, 3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -12.25,
 
21 MIBETA=62.29, 18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 144.46,
 


















31 &CONT2 WB=2. &END
 
32 &CONT2 WB=4. SEND
 
.575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
12.32, 10.95, 9.64, 8.45, 7.26,
 
RUN NO. 003 DATE 07-28-77 PAGE NO. *1
 
RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 3 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 21.36/17.26 
WBR 0.0 58 = 5.72 ALT = 10000. WH = 17.26 WA = 21.36 
GB' = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FRFQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
/ 
0.0 0.0 1.49319 15.84328 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 2.32383 24.65660 7.35455 
25.09 -0.02954 4.61080 24.65134 3.70588 
16.13 -0.01329 2.15499 15.84509 5.09656 
50.12 -0.06363 7.24174 24.61969 2.35650 
32.26 -0.02686 2.83125 15.84912 3.88020 
82.93 -0.12111 11.60942 24.45489 1.46010 
53.76 -0.04525 3.74780 15.85235 2.93186 
121.16 -0.20462 17.54817 23.80758 0.94040 
80.65 -0.06645 4.80171 15.84692 2.28758 
153.61 -0.26150 20.69063 22.59370 0.75690 
107.54 -0.08184 5.57297 15.86106 1.97275 
175.16 -0.27687 20.73909 21.51202 0.71898 
129.71 -0.09093 6.05216 15.93033 1.82449 
189.63 -0.27954 20.13083 20.70122 0.71279 
146.88 -0.09802 6.44890. 16.03422 1.72341 
202.35 -0.27950 19.33047 19.88088 0.71289 
164.86 -0.10582 6.91118 16.19769 1.62453 
212.74 -0.28078 18.55196 19.00157 0.70995 
184.27 -0.11225 7.35520 16.45830 1.55f02. 
220.39- -0.303b6 18.90900 18.04437 0.66145 






































































































































































































































































































































197-42 -O-26970 1b.60250 17.63330 0.73619
 
194.51 -0.05462 4.61843 17.37329 2.60744
 
212.06 -0.34942 2-0.69618 17.36266 0.58150
 


































































































































































































3 RUN NO. 003 DATE 07-28-7-7 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 3 
SIDE BENDING/TORSION 21.36/17.26 
WBR = 4.000 SR = 5.72 ALT = 10000. WH = 17.26 WA = 21.36 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 2.21306 23.48135 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 1.49122 15.82231 7.35455 
23.85 -0.00446 2.53753 23.43698 6.40204 
16.11 -0.01030 2.00404 15.82870 5.47477 
47.43 -0.01035 2.95389 23.30015 5.46754 
32.26 -0.02087 2.53283 15.84778 4.33700 
77.88 -0.02234 3.77593 22.96400 4.21552 
53.90 -0.03573 3.28197 15.89334 3.35667 
113.42 -0.04386 5.17157 22.28660 2.98709 
81.37 -0.05624 4.33153 15.98844 2.55854 
144.98 -0.06892 6.62662 21.32418 2.23053 
109.78 -0.08049 5.60497 16.14659 1.99680 
165.89 -0.08545 7.38928 20.37338 1.91112 
133.13 -0.10475 6.92111 16.34961 1.63742 
178.77 -0.08983 7.34b84 19.51566 1.84124 
152.05 -0.13102 8.39635 16.59870 1.37028 
188.40 -.0.06581 5.57142 18.51046 2.30292 
173.11 -0.18524 11.50C85 17.00824 1.02508 
192.28 -0.28207 1-6.83763 17.17405 0.70700 
200.U3 -0.00113 1.75084 17.90177 7.08723 
208.26 -0.35692 20.72707 17.05151 0.57023 












































































































































































































































SDATAl N=30, NWS=9, NAS=7, NHS=0, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 
E=2.975, ALT=10000., WH=33.9, WA=24.24, GBET=.03, GS=.03,
 
GR=1., GEB=0., &END 
&DATA2 CK=0., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3., 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26. 
30., 40., 50., 60., 
DELTAX=O., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAE=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=21.4, 8.07, 17.6, 16.28, 15.21, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=235.4, 191.9, 547.9, 104.84, 90.5, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 




WB5=5*0., .05, .35, .68, 1.,
 
WTM=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
StICRD=0., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=7., 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=4.52, 3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
MIBETA=31.15, 18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
















I RUN NO. 001 DATE 07-28-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 4 
HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 33.9/24.24 
WBR = 0.0 SB = 5.71 ALT = 10000. WH = 33.90 WA = 24.24 
GB = 0-030 GEB = 0-0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY, CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MRH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AfMPL) 
0.0 0.0 2.25273 23.90221 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 3.45969 36.70842 7.35455 
37.35 -0.05886 10.24471 36.69916 2.48304 
24.32 -0.00321 2.49271 23.89387 6.64418 
74.56 -0.12198 17.48947 36.62946 1.45171 
48.59 -0.00784 2.83736 23.86907 5.83107 
122.89 -0.21182 27.52958 36.23749 0.91240 
80.75 -0.01925 3.68427 23.81194 4.47992 
177.52 -0.29609 35.73576 34.88347 0.67662 
120.46 -0.05087, 6.01409 23-67064 2.72814 
225.36 -0.29576 33.92165 33.14563 0.67729 
158.16 -0.10918 10.17154 23.26225 1.58523 
263.65 -0.26341 29.84598 32.37900 0.75198 
184.12 -0.15943 13.45703 22.61202 1.16471 
294.76 -0.24432 27.73172 32.17850 0.80430 
201.31 -0.18937 15.14585 21.97674 1.00577 
327.28 -0.,23444 26.71299 32.15518 0.8343.6 
216-72 -0.21129 16.1-4025 21.29246 0.91441 
360.66 -0.23224 26.53898 32.21360 0.84136 
230,61 -0.22713 16.63880 20.59751 0.85806 
394.58 -0.23562 26.95902 32f30627 0.83063 


























363.49 -0. 12526 
3.251.02 -2.1.03W9 


























































































































4523.26 -3.05146 358.51798 37.03429 0.07160 
366.17 -0.08082 1.04373 2.99800 1.99099
 
6143.99 -4.28679 511.65203 37.72804- 0.05111 
366.63 -0.06256 0.65469 2.25134 2.38361 
7790.90 -5.56451 672.67143 38.27289 0.03944 
366.77 -0.05118 0.45949 1.80175 2.71799 
9459.08 -6.87648 - 840.19032 38-72317 0.03195 
366.80 -0.04339 0.34619 1.50159 3.00654 




YANKEE TAIL 4. 
HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VERT BEND 33.9/24.24 
WBR = 2.000 SB-= 5.71 ALT = 10000. WH = 33.90 WA = 24.24 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 3.11313 33.03130 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 2.18569 23.19085 7.35455 
33.62 -0.01967 5.15461 33.03571 4.44237 
23.56 -0.00820 2.77820 23.15002 5.77584 
67.23 -0.03748 7.00205 33.02774 3.26950 
46.86 -0.01773 3.45229 23.02238 4.62243 
111.92 -0.06301 9.64331 33.00235 2.37217 
77.13 -0.03630 4.73675 22.74240 3.32800 
167.69 -0.09620 13.06348 32.95082 1.74837 
113.22 -0.06813 6.85878 22-24869 2.24846 
223.60 -0.12824 16.34860 32.88665 1.39433 
146.91 -0.10576 9.21600 21.60815 1.62518 
267.41 -0.15144 18.71945 32.84095 1.21605 
171.09 -0.13602 10.95922 21.01233 1.32899 
300.61 -0.16791 20.40393 32-81642 1.11482 
187.92 -0.15788 12.10849 20.51463 1.17436 
333.88 -0.18371 22.02453 32.80413 1.03240 
203-41 -0.17801 13.06006 19.98547 1.06071 
367.29 -0.-19914' 23w61551 32-80536 0.96289
 
217.58 u-0.19592 13.7-9284 19.43371 0.97663
 
400.85 -0.21448 25.20790 32.81992 0.90246
 


















































































































































































































































HORIZ STAB BEND/FUS VEST BEND 33.9/24.24
 
WBR = 4.000 	 SB = 5.71 ALT = 10000. WH = 33.90 WA = 24.24 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(EAS-M PH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AIPL) 
0.0 0.0 	 3.19552 33.90548 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 	 2.20705 23.41750 7.35455
 
34.50 -0.01421 4.70786 33.89920 4.99106
 
23.79 -0.00184 2.33831 23.37355 6.92866
 
68.96 -0.02908 6.28758 33.87718 3.73466
 
47.31 -0.00497 2.55303 23.24039 6.30980
 
114.69 -0.05127 8.63459 33.81861 2.71482
 
77.74 -0.01310 3.10438 22.92442 5.11859
 
171.51 -0.08227 11.88712 33.70226 1.96521
 
113.58 -0.03137 4.30281 22.31801 3.59526
 
228.16 -0.11487 15.27284 33.55819 1.52302
 
146.23 -0.05840 5.97350 21.50828 2.49577
 
272.33 -0.14002 17.86490 33.44571 1.29768
 
169.12 -0.08384 7.42819 20.76956 1.93808
 
305.68 -0.15848 19.75903 33.36982 1.17062
 
184.77 -0.10422 8.50503 20.17054 1.64388
 
339.00 -0.17641 21.59821 33.30638 1.06890
 
199.00 -0.12456 9.49364 19.55174 1.42751
 
372.35 -0.19395 23.39889 33.25755 0.98520
 
211.88 -0.14411 10.35158 18.92453 1.26720
 
405.79 -0.21126 25.18130 33.22397 0.91454
 















































































































































































































































SDATA1 N=30, NWS=9, NAS=6, NHS=0, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 




&DATA2 CK=O., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26. 
30., 40., 50., 60.,
 
DELTAX=0., 0., 12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=42.8, lb.14, 58.86, 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62, 1.1,
 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
MOM=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48. 7 3 , 37.64, 22.2 
WBt=0., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1., 
NTM=0., .047, .252, 6*1., 
SMICRD=0., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47, 
DELTXA=9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36, 
SBETA=3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .91, -7.747, 
MIBETA=18.74, 8.5, 7.57v 4.35, 2.82, 97.96, 
FSA=.21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1., 
CAPFSA=6*1., 
BSA=19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47, 





















FIN BEND/ FFS SIDE BEND 31.87/14.87
 




























































































































343.43 -0.23839 25.86373 30.6751 0.82208
 
151.61 -0.15366 7.81322 13.54179 1.20136 
372.11 -0.23972 25.81590 3.046645 0.81802 





























































































































































































































FIN BEND/ FUS SIrE BEND 31.87/14.87
 
WBR 2.000 	 SB = 1.19 ALT = 10000. WH = 31.87 WA = 14.87 
GB ='0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC'TO DAMP
 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 	 3.09789 32.86961 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 	 1.35561 14.38348 7.35455
 
33-42 -0.01153 4.28433 32.83842 5.31284 
14.62 -0.00575 1.61371 14-36767 6.17147
 
66.67 -0.02513 5.67287 32.75374 4.00208
 
29.15 -0-01213 1.89520 14.31755 5.23651
 
110.49 -0.04846 8.03035 32.58028 2.81221
 
48.18 -0.02437 2.42665 14.20621 4.05788
 
164.37 -0.08377 11.54393 32.29864 1.93936
 
71.29 -0.04558 3.32654 14.00912 2.91908
 
1 
217.29 -0.12069 15.13050 31.95985 1.46413
 
93.52 -0.07136 4.38001 13.75448 2.17669
 
257.81 -0.14731 17.63696 31.66293 1.24438
 
110.06 -0.09292 5.21979 13.51701 1.79496
 
287.88 -0.16502 19.25439 31.42699 1.13136
 
121.98 -0.10921 5.82361 13.31640 1.58497
 
317.44 -0.18032 20.607-07 31.18820 1.04906
 
133.33 -0.12497 6.37749 13.09946 1.42374
 
346.54 -0.19321 21.70478 30.95262 0.98848
 
144.07 -0.13986 6.86698 12.8681'2 1.29890
 
375.27 -0.20387 2.2.575-23 30.725,53 0.94340
 




































































































































































































FIN BEND/ PUS SIEE BEND 31.67/14.87
 
WBa = 4.000 	 SB = 1.19 ALT = 10000. WH = 31.87 WA = 14.87 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP
 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 	 3.10937 32.99140 7.35455
 
0.0 0.0 	 1.36632 14.49706 7.35455
 
33.57 -0.01379 4.53717 32.98326 5.03890
 
14.74 -0.00118 1.41831 14.47957 7.07641
 
67.08 -0.02860 6.06736 32.95456 3.76481
 
29.37 -0.00316 1.50287 14.42651 6.65374
 
111.47 -0.05078 8.34175 32.86922 2.73124
 
48.50 -0.00839 1.72479 14.30035 5.74693
 
166.25 -0.08187 11.48068 32.66779 1.97233
 
71.53 -0.02031 2.22160 14.05626 4.38563
 
220.00 -0.11430 14.66897 32.35785 1.52900
 
93.31 -0.03845 2.95141 13.72437 3.22322
 
261.00 -0.13838 16.95609 32.05389 1.31033
 
109.22 -0.05626 3.63524 13.41398 2.55772
 
291.30 -0.15489 18.47169 31.80052 1.19331
 
120.51 -0.07119 4.18231 13.15608 2.18041
 
320.99 -0.16952 19.76822 31.53714 1.10581
 
131.13 -0.08681 4.72785 12.88315 1.88880
 
350.12 -0.18214 20.84198 31.27227 1.04003
 
141.06 -0.10264 5.25C11 12.59917 1.66341
 
378.79 -0.19280 21.70762 31.01321 0.99029
 





































































































































































































































FIN BEND/ FUS SIDE BEND 31.87/
 
1 
SDATAl N=30, NNS=9, NAS=6, NHS=O, BR=13.27, A=5.355, C=-4.165,
 




&DArA2 CK=O., .25, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2., 2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3.,
 
3.25, 3.5, 4., 4.5, 5., 6., 7., 8., 9., 10., 12., 14., 18., 22., 26. 
30., 40., 50., 60., 
DELTAX=0., 0., -12.5, 9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
YBAR=5.95, 5.95, 5.95, 16.78, 24.63, 31.89, 38.5, 45.22, 50.93,
 
STRIPM=42.8, 16.14, 58.86, 5.62, 4.55, 2.34, 1.81, 1.62i 1.1,
 
SALPHA=470.8, 383.8, 1759.5, 36.19, 27.07, 13.08, 9.39, 7.81, 4.95,
 
KMON=5179., 9127., 54773., 233.06, 161.07, 73.12, 48.73, 37.64, 22.2
 
WBM=O., 0., .01, .21, .41, .575, .734, .825, 1.,
 
WTM=0., .047, .252, 6*1.,
 
SMICRD=0., 0., 20.35, 19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
DELTXA=9.04, 6.9, 7.5, 6.55, 6.55, 4.36,
 
SBETA=3.413, 1.96, 1.683, 1.091, .791, -7.747,
 
MIBETA=18.74, 8.5, 7.57, 4.35, 2.82, 97.96,
 




BSA=19.28, 17.255, 15.41, 13.74, 12.02, 10.47,
 
















1 RUN NO. 003 DATE 07-28-77 PAGE NO. 

RUN BY 
YANKEE TAIL 4 
FIN BEND/ FUS SIDE BEND 31.87/27.86 
WBR = 0.0 SB = 1.19 AIT = 10000. WH = 31.87 WA = 17.96 
GB = 0.030 GEB = 0.0 GS = 0.030 GR = 1.000 
VELOCITY CAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 
(EAS-MPH) (G) (LAMBDA) (CPS) (1/2 AMPL) 
0.0 0.0 1.66891 17.70770 7.35455 
0.0 0.0 3.17314 33.66811 7.35455 
34.28 -0.02926 6.27068 33.68412 3.72338 
18.02 -0.00206 1.78314 17.70642 6.88292 
68.64 -0.06157 9.69941 33.71717 2.40953 
36.04 -0.00502 1.94761 17.70247 6.30026 
114.32 -0.11275 15.11779 33.71080 1.54564 
60.00 -0.01233 2.35279 17.69216 5.21223 
169.80 -0.18495 22.53182 33.36625 1.02645 
89.81 -0.03218 3.44725 17.64809 3.54856 
221.01 -0.23480 27.04185 32.50588 0.83321 
118.83 -0.06617 5.28027 17.47720 2.29426 
258.79 -0.24714 27.67161 31.78281 0.79613 
140.14 -0.09503 6.76028 17.21121 1.76471 
287.09 -0.24850 27.42088 31.34055 0.79223 
155.28 -0.11428 7.68350 16.95098 1.52919 
315.40 -0.24796 27.05977 30.98800 0.79377 
169.56 -0.13082 8.41696 16.65965 1.37195 
343.72 -0.24728 26.74341 30.70041 0.79571 
183.04 -0.14507 8.99155 16.34840 1.26028 
372.00 -0.24692 26.49719 30.45737 0.79675 





















































































































































































































































































































































FIN BEND/ FUS SIEZ BEND 31.87/27.86
 

















= 31.87 WA 

































































































346.17 -0-19554 21.90799 30.91947 0.97827
 
174.21 -0-13757 8.19142 15.55977 1.31665
 
374.56 -0.20545 22.68429 30.66755 0.93709
 
186.60 -0.15207 8.73881 15.27755 1.21179
 
O OR QUaLUTyORIGINAL PAGE 1S 
402.66 -0.21327 23.25806 30.43182 
198.23 
-0.16541 9.19717 14-98166 1.12910 
430.54 
-0.21942 23.67607 30.21505 0.88459 
209.11 -0.17740 9.56209 14.67523 1.06380 
485.98 
-0.22324 24.21027 29.84214 0.85439 
228.69 
-0.19706 10.01734 14.04314 0.97172 
541.30 
-0.23447 24.54890 29.54617 0.83425 
245.57 -0.21100 10.14850 13.40402 0.91550 
596.75 
-0.23980 24.84793 29.31559 0.81778 
260.06 
-0.21986 10.02823 12.77546 0.88304 
708.37 
-0.25099 25.59851 28.99884 0.78522 
283.18 
-0.22601 9.32392 11.59271 0.86181 
820.97 
-0.26471 26.67151 28.80733 0.74866 
300.36 
-0.22238 8.35643 10.53958 0.87424 
934.41 
-0.28119 28.04755 28.68934 0.70901 
313.33 
-0.21377 7.36736 9.62033 0.90512 
1048.51 
-0.30000 29.66649 28.61568 0.66860 
323.29 












-0.36608 35.49502 28.52564 0.55705 
342.19 
-0.16991 4.39891 7.00420 1.10367 
1625.30 
-0.41526 39.88825 28.51541 0.49552 
349.57 
-0.15096 3.48660 6.13308 1.21928 
2091.20 
-0.52041 49.34337 28.53620 0.40086 
358.39 
-0.12162 2.32957 4.89058 1.45516 
2559.46 
-0.63036 59.32795 28.57589 0.33386 
363.2b 
-0.10090 1.66776 4.05559 - 1.68557 
3029.44 
-0.74444 69.63C31 28.61954 0.28490 
366.20 
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Figure 2b. Empennage Confignrations 
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Figure 3. Spin Chute Installation 
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APPENDIX C 
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The digital computer flutter analysis presented in this 
appendix has been adapted for use on the U of M AMDAHI,, 
which compiles in either FORTRAN G or H. IL is based on the 
strip theory described, for example, in Scanland and Rosenbaums 
text, "An Introduction to the Study of Aircraft Vibrations and 
Flutter," by Macmillan. The comment cards in the beginning 
explain the operation of the program and the input format. A 
sample input and-output is provided for debugging purposes. 
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WRITTEN BY OR RICFAR A KRGEGER
 
ADAPTED FOR THE IBM 360/67 BY EARL F WEENER
 
THE SOURCE DECK IS NAMED FLLTTER; THE OBJECT DECK IS NAMED
 
FLCz3J. THE OBJECT DECK CAN BE RUN bY THE FOLLOWING COMM4AND: 
RUN FLOBJ 	 5="INPUT FILE" 6="OUTPUT FILE"
 
7="1ST ROOT FILE" 8="2ND ROOT FILE"
 
THE OUTPUT FILE CAN ALSO BE SET TO *SINK- IF THE RESULTS ARE 
DESIRED ON-LINE. OTHERWISE IT IS OFTEN LESS EXPENISVE TO 
SET THE PROGRAM OUTPUT TO A FILE, AND COPY THE FILE AFTER 
PROGRAM EXECUTION. TI-E FILE CAN ALSO tE COPIED TO THE COMP 
UTING CENTER LINE PRINTERS BY THE COHMAND 
COPY "OUTPUT FILE" TO "'PRINT* 
THE TWO FILES, 1ST AND 2ND ROOT, ARE USED FOR DYNAGRAPH PLOTS. 
THEY MUST BE SORTED VIA THE "SORT" PRCGRAM. 
THE SOURCE DECK CAN BE CCMPILED IN EITHER FORTRAN G OR 
FORTRAN H: THE LATTER PRODUCES A FASTER RUNNING OBJECT DECK
 
BUT ALSO COSTS FORE TO CONPILE THE SOURCE PROGRAM. TO 
CGPPILE THE PROGRAM AS A FORTRAN H PROGRAM, CONSULT THE MTS 
MANUAL, VOL. 11. THE PRCGRA" CAN BE COMPILED IN FORTRAN G 
BY THE FOLLOWING COMAMAND: 
RUN *IFTN PAR=SOURCE=FLLTTER LOAD=FLCBJ 
WHERE FLUTTER IS THE SOURCE DECK AND FLOBJ IS THE FILE FOR THE 
OBJECT DECK. 
THE INPUT 	FILE IS COMPOSED OF TWO TYPES OF INFORMATIONT
 
TITLES AND REMARKS WHICH ARE PRINTED AT THE HEADINGS,
 
AND COMPUTATIONAL DATA UTILIZED FOR THE ANALYSIS. BOTH THE"
 
HEADING DATA ANC THE COMPUTATIONAL DATA CONTAIN CONTROL
 
INPUTS. THE FIRST CONTROL DATA ENCCUNTERED ARE AS FOLLOWS:
 
IS 	AND IP: BOTH LESS TiAN ZERO 
A HEADING IS PRINTED WITH THE FIRS-T LINE OF THE REMARKS 
A MAXIMUM OF 50 LINES *OF REMARKS CAN BE PRINTED. 
IS 	LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ZERO, IP=O: 
THIS COMBINATION ALLOWS PRINTING OF REMARKS SUBSEQUENT 
TO THE FIRST LINE OF REtIARKS. 
IS 	GREATER THAN ZERC: 
FOR THIS VALUE CF IS, THE PRINTING OF A PAGE HEADING AND 
REM":ARKS IS SUPPRESSED. 
THE SECTION OF TITLES AND REtIARKS MUST BE THE FIRST SECTION 
OF DATA IN THE I"PUT FILE. TFE LINES MUST BE STRUCTURED AS 
FOLLO,.4 S: 
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LINE I: RUN NUPBER (A6)
 
LINE 2: TITLE I (A6C
 
LINE 2: TITLE 2 (Ab0) 
LINE 4: IS (13), IP ([3), REMARKS (A60) 
LINE 5: IS, IP, REMARKS (IS=IP=O FOR SUBSEQUENT LINES 
OF REMARKS) 
LIiE........: IS GREATER THAN ZERO TC TERMINATE RENARKS 
PRINTING MUST FOLLOW LAST LINE OF REMARKS 
THE DATA NECESSARY FOR TFE ACTUAL FLUTTER COMPUTATION 
AND CONTROL ARE READ IN VIA ThE NASELIST CONVENTION. 





THE VARIOUS NAMELIST CCNTENTS AND A DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PHY-SICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INPUT DATA FOLLOWS: 
DATAI 
N=NO. OF I/K VALUES 
NWS= NO. OF WING STRIPS 
NAS= NO. OF AILERON STRIPS
 
NHS= NO. OF HORIZONTAL TAIL STRIPS
 
BR= WING REFERENCE SEMI-CHORD
 
A= DISTANCE, MIDCHORD TO ELASTIC AXIS , (INCHES, + AFT)
 
C- DISTANCE, MIOCHORD TO AILERON. HINGE LINE (INCHESP +AFT)
 






6H= BENDING FREQ., CPS
 
WA= TORSIONAL FREO., CPS
 
GBET= AILERON MECHANICAL DAMPING RATIO
 
GS= STRUCTURAL MECHANICAL DAMPING RATIO
 
GR= SURFACE GEARING RATIO (1.0 .FOR NO GEARING)
 




CK= I/K VALUES, REDUCED FREQUENCY VALUES, VAXIMUM OF 20 
=DELTAX(I DELTA X VALUES (STRIP WIDTH, INCHES) 
YBARC1)= BAR Y VALUES (SPANISE POSITICN OF STRIP 
C.G., INCHES)
 
STRIPM(I)= STRIP MASS ( TOTAL, LBS.I 
SALPHA(I)= S-ALPHA, STATIC UNBALANCE (IN-LBS, +AFT) 
MMOFi( I)= I-ALPHA, MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT THE 
ELASTIC AXIS (LB-IN*2)
 
WBM= BENDING MODE, WING RATIO
 
WT;-,= TORSION MODE, WING RATIO
 
S:4CRO(I)= LOCAL SEMI-CHCRD (INCHES)
 
DELTXA(J)= DELTA-XA-AILERON, STRIP wIDTH CINCHES)
 
SBETA(J)= S-BETA, AILERCN UNBALANCE ABOUT HINGE LINE, 
TRAILING EDGE HEAVY=+ (IN-LB) 
MIBETA(J)= I-BETA, AILERCN INERTIA ABOUT HINGE LINE 
( LB-IN*2 ) 
FSA(J)= FSA=ING MODE IN AILERCN REGICN (RATIO) 
CAPFSA(J)= CAP FSA, ',ING TCKSIONJAL MODE IN AILERON 
REGION (RATIO) 
BSA(JJ= 8SA, WING SEMI-ChORD AT AILERON STRIP (INCHES) 
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C CMIA(J)= C-A, DISTANCE FRC;, ELASTIC AXIS TO AILERON HINGE 
C (INCHES, + HINGE LINE AFT) 
C BSH(K)= BSH, SEM4ICHCORO OF HORIZONTAL TAIL IN VERTICAL 
C TAIL ANALYSIS (INCHES, 0 IF NOT CCNSIDERED) 
C HSW(K)= HORIZONTAL STPIP WIDTH (INCHES, 0 IF NOT CONSIDERED) 
.HTMODE(K)= HORIZC'TAL TAIL MODE, RATIO 
C CONTI 
C ID: CCNTROL PRINTING OF PERODYNAMIC TABLES 
C IC=0, NO TABLES PRINTED 
C ID NOT ZERC, TABLES ARE PRINTED 
C 
C CONT2 
C h'B=OMEGA BETA VALUE, IF NEGATIVE THE CASE WILL BE 
C COMPLETED; OTHER WB VALUES MAY FOLLOW IN THE 
C PROPER NAMELIST CCNVENTION 
C 
C" THE NAMELIST CONVENTIC IS DESCRIBED IN "IBM SYSTEM 
C /363 AND SYSTEM /370 FORTRAN IV LANGUAGE. THE CONVENTION WILL 
C BE DESCRIBED BRIEFLY. 
C EACH NA'4ELIST GRCUP PUST BE IDENTIFIED BY THE NAME OF 
C THAT PARTICULAR GROUP. EACH GRCUP STARTS CN A LINE IN 
C COLUMN 2, PRECEDED BY S. A BLANK MUST FOLLOW THE NAME, FOLLOW 
C ED BY THE DATA. EACH DATA ENTRY MUST BE SEPERATED BY A 
C COMMA. THE LAST DATA ENTRY MUST BE FOLLOWED BY A BLANK AND 
C &END. 
C DATAI IS COMPOSED OF SINGLE ENTRY VARIABLES. AN EXAMPLE 
C OF DATAl MIGHT BE 
C 
&DATAI N=191 !WS ....... GEB=1.O &END 
u THE DATA CAN BE CCNTINUED FRCM. ONE LINE TC ANOTHER BUT 
C CCLU;iN I MUST ALWAYS CONTAIN A BLANK. 
C DATA2 IS COMPOSED OF PULTIPLE OR ARRAY ENTRIES. AN 





C /WHERE THE NOTATION N*PM 
C FOIR REPEATED RUNS 
C CARD MOULD CGNTAIN THE 
C &CONT2 WB=I.C &END 
C &CCNT2 WB=40.0 &END 
C &CONT2 WB-1.O &END 
C 
8 3 3 
. 3 I.Z5. ..... I 6-0.0DELTAX=... 
IMPLIES N ENTRIES OF THE VALUE N.
 
WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF W6, THE CONTZ
 
OESIREC SERIES OF VALUES, I.E.
 
r WHERE THE LAST CARD CAUSES CCMPUTATION TO BE COMPLETED FOR 
C THIS CASE FOLLOWED BY A JUMP BACK TO THE BEGINNING OF THE 
C PROGRAi TO READ A NEri SET OF DATA. IF THE CONT2 CARD IS FOLLOWED-
BY AN EflD-OF-FILE, THE CUMPLTATION WILL BE COMPLETED 
C AND THE PROGRAM WILL STOP "S999" 
C 
C THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING GF THE INPUT FOR A TEST CASEl-**- -
C 
TEST 









C E=16.251367 ALT=O.O, WH=11.i6E667, wA=22.5, GBET=O.0, GS=.05,y 
C GR=1.0, GEB=0.0, &ENO 
C &DTA2 CK=O.0, .5, .833, 1.25, 1.67, 2.00t 
C DELTAX=22.0, 21.0, 29.0, 29.0, 30.0, 30.0, 28.0, 
C YS3AR=0.0, 32.88, 57.75, 86.50p liu.0, 146.0, 176.0,
 
C STIPM=619.916, 53.370, 12.546, 12.610, 13.125v 13.125, 16.182,
 
SALPHA=0.0, 406.07, 153.24, 145.52, 160.19, 160.19, 165.21, 
C t-l.Q=C.3, 7147.18, 7225-92, 7272.24, 7527.00, 7527.00, 7105.49, 
C WtY-=-.0ii, -.19, -.31, -. 322, .C46, .598, 1.00, 





C SBETA=33.13675, 1.38858, -2.93192,
 
C "AIlaETA--34-6.26257 39.3220, 46.S703,
 
C FSA=-.103, .207, .471, .701, .908,
 











C &CONTI ID=O &END 












CRUN NO.. TEST DATE C4-10-74 PAGE-NC. I 
C 
C RUN B' T
 
C 











C WB = 11.250 SB = 7.82 ALT = 0. WH = 11.17 WA = 22.50
 
C GB = 0.0 GEB = 0.0 GS =.0.050 GR = 1OCO
 
C 
C VELOCITY DAMPING DAMPING FREQUENCY CYC TO DAMP 




C 0.-0 0.0 4. 04200 25.73217 4.41273 
pC 0.0 0.0 1.52619 9.71605 - 4.41273 
52.90 -0.1.1781 5.16455 9.79642 1.3i481
 




C 89.37 -0.20927 8?C9193 9.93441 0.85098 
C 215.00 -0.08907 10.44228 23.90057 1.58650 
C 
c 
137.67 -0.35232 12.88992 10.19834 0.54841 
. 297.13 -0.06921 E.24335 22.01152 1.85086 
c 
c 
C 190.19 - 0. 54549 1 G. 72923 10.54596 0.37051 
C 363.04 0.01250 2.37163 20.12981 5.88316 
c 
c 
c 233.90 -0.73657 26.76026 10.82941 0.28051 













DIMENSION WET(25,27) ,AIL(12,20),CK(20),R(3),RI(3),AA4), 
1 8314), G(3) ,VC3) ,C2HR(20) ,C2HI (20) ,C2AR(20),C2AI (20] , 
1 C2MI(20),C3R(20) ,C31C20),ELBR(20),ELBI(20), 
1 ELZR-(20),ELZI(20),EBR2OI,E'BI(20)TEVZR(2O-,EMZI(20
1 , THI (20 ),THI [20) ,PHR [20) ,PHI (20],TAR (20) ,TAI (20) , 





DIt'ENSICI\ DELTAX(25) IY38AR25),STRIPM(25),SALPHA(25)1MMOMC25), 
1WBBI(25),WTM(25) ,SMICRDC25) ,DELTXA(12) ,SBETA112) ,MI8ETA(112 
1) 7 FSA(IZ),CAPFSA(12),BSA(12),CA(12),BSH(15},HSW(15),HTMODE15) 





1 FORMAT(//2X'WBR = ',FL.3,2X,'Si3 ',F6.2,2X,'ALT = ',F6.0, 
I 2XlWH = ' ,F5.2,2X,'kA = ',F5.2,/,16X,'G8 = ',FS.3,3X, 
1 IGEB = ',FS.3,3X,'GS = ',F5.3,2X,'GR = ',F5.3 
1 ,//5X,'VELOCITYt,7X,'CAPING',
t1 7X, 'DAMPING' ,5X,'FREQUENCY' ,4X, CYC TO DAMP',/ 
I 5X,' (EAS-MPH)',$X,'(G)',9X,'(LAtMBDA)',6X'(CPS',
 





9 FOR.NAT (///IOX,SHLH(R),15XtSHLA(R),15X,SHLB(R),15X,5HLZ(R)/ 
1 15X,5HLH(I) ,15X,5HLA(I),15X,5HLB(I),I5X 75HLZ(1)I/) 
69 FORMiAT(//////) 
112 FCRMAT (///IOX,SHMH(R),ISX,5f'A(R],15X5H:4B(R}JISX,5HMZ(g)/ 
i 35X,5HM A( I ) ,15X,5H:6(I ) ,ISX,5HIZ(I )// )
i13 FOP;IAT (///IOX,5HTH(R),15X,5HTA(R),15X,5HTB(R),15XIS5HTZ(Rj/
1 15X,5HTH( I) ,15X,5hTA( ,15X,5HTG(I),15X,5HTZI IJ//I 
114 FORMAT //IiOX,5HPH(R) ,15X,5HPAIR),15X,5HP(R) ,15Xr5HPZCR)I 
1 15X,5HPH(1)b15X, 5hPAI)15X,5PB( I),15X,5HPZ(I)//) 




116 FORMAT (5X,E14.5,5XYE14.5,EX,EI4.5,5XE14.5, 
I /3CXEI4.5,5X,E14.5,5XE4.5/) 
105 	 FORMAT(////) 
\800 FORMAT(2FI4.5) 

























UET(1,5) = t'IMOML I)
 















































































RHG=f4-30Z =(I .- 6.'875E-6-ALT ) ,.255 
F1=.5+A 


















































































WET{I,22) = WET(I,9) 'WET(I,17) 





%'.ET(I,241 = WE T(I,9)*-hETtI,19) 
s24.= W24+4,-ET(1,24)
 
ET (I,25) - wET(I ,10) WETf'I ,16) 
N25-= ;25+4-ET( I,-25) 
WET(L,26-) = WET(IrlO)tWET(I,17) 
!26 = wi26+WET(f,26) 
WET(1,27] = WET(I,tO) 'WETCI,18) 
W27 = 1'27+WET(1 ,27) 









A7 = A7 +A IL C1,7 ) 
AIL(1,10) = AIL(Ij8)*AIL(I29)
 






















A19 = A19+AIL(-111.9) 




DIAi%'=DIAPN+(2.01 GRMI AIL(1,12)4GRMIZ*AIL(It4))*AlLtlt6l- IL(IP6) 




















TZ = E'FKI-FK2'(I.O+E-IEJ*FK3+E,-FK -*FK3
 





T5 = -FKl-FK3; ;FK3+Z.C-1E FK2'-FK3
 














































































35 	 WRITE(6,82J) TER, IERC 












































ELZI(I) = 2.0*BF'*CC'PH1*FK5 
EMI-iHR(I)= 0.5
 




EiABR(IJ = -FK5*((T7+(E+O.5)--Tl)+CC*CC*CT4+T10)) 










TARCI) = FK5*((T7+(E+O.5)PtT1)+CC T12*fEG+CC*BF))
 
TAX U --F5(F1,FK/.T-T42+FI1+B-C T2
 












PARM = (2.0-'CC''PI-31-'FK5 )*(-SlF'CC+BG)+0.25*P H61-FK5 
PAIM = -CC*FK5--(2.0 l-PH ,1--(eF+BGICC)+PH321 
P3R(I) = FK6 -(CC--(B v*PH2--PH3i+CG*(-,Z.O-IPHI-IPH314-'BF-PH35)) 
1 +G.5-PH37)
 
PGI(I) = -CC*FK6'-(PH31-1(2.C<C*PH1*BG+PH2 ,:BFI-+PH36)
 
PZRM = FK6-'--(2.0-- oG-1 PHI*PH31, Cr+PH17)
 
PZNI) = -CC--FK6--(2.,:)--BF--FHI cPH31+PH35)
 













WRITE(6,116) (El"MR(I) 7EPARM EtlBR(I),?EjMZR(I)v 
I E,,AI( I),E;-'BI(I)TEMZI (I) I I=I N)
 




I THI 11) , TAI ( I TB I CI J TT Z I ( I I= I N
 









I F IAB) 10 p1.5 115 
15 CALL PAGEHD
 
WWH = WH/ (2 .,.P I)
 
.%WA = PAM. PI
 















AHAR = AAHR+BR "-(C2AR(l)- .'26+BR*C3R(l)'li25)
 
AHAI = AAHI+BR'(C2AI(l) IW2o+BP*C31(1)1-',125)
 
AAAR = (0.125+A--A)--W24+13R*( C2HR(I)*Fl*Fl-C2AR(l) 
AAAI = BP -(C2MI-11)+C2HI(I)J-'Fl" FI-C2AI(I), Fl)- W23-BR IBR 
1 C31(J)-;:Fl*JvJ22 
AHBR = A18-1(ELBR(I)-F2 -ElZR(I)) 
AHBI = AI8--'-(EL31(I)-F241-ELZI(l)) 
AABR =.A20"("MBR.(11--ri-ELBR(11--r2-,(E!IZ.D(l)-Fl*ELZR(l))I 
AABI = A20 -(Ei4BI(l)-Fl,'ELBI(l)-F2'(Et-IZI(l)-Fl"ELZI(l))I 
ABF;R = Al'8--(THR(IJ-F2*PHR(I)) 
ABHI = Al8*(THI(l)-F2*PHI(l)) 
ABAR = -A23-tTAR(I)-F2-,PAR(l)-Fll(T)iR(I)-F2--PHR(l))) 
ABAI = A20e:CTAI(l)-F2, PAI(l)-Fl-,(TfiI(I)-F2--PHI(l))) 
ABBR = A19-,(TBR(l)-F2, (PBR(I)+TZP(I)-F2 PZR(l)))
 
A33 I = A19-(TBI(l)-F2*[,PL3-1('I)+TZI(l)-F2 PZLII)),) 
AHAR = AH A R+IGRPl )-(AH3'R)
 
AHA 1 = AFIAI + (Gmml) AHB I
 























































200 CBPI - 0.0 
GO TO 202 
201 DBPI=DBBI-GBET*WBWB-GE B
 
202 Ti = P*DABR
 






CALL COfIP(3DHBR,DHBI,DBHR,DBHI ERI EII) 





BB{() = P*DBPI 
AA(2) = ERI+ER2-ER3-ER4 
5B(21 = EIL+EI2-EI3-E1i 
CALL COMP(3,DBPRDBPI,DAARDAAI,ERIEII) 
CALL "COMP (3 ,OABRC ABI, GBAR, CEAI , ER2, E12) 
CALL COMP(2 ERI,EII,ER2,E12,ER3,EI3) 
CALL COMP(3, DHHRDHHIER3,E13,ERItEII) 
CALL COMP(3 DGAR,CAHI,BPR,CQPI,ER2,E12) 
CALL CONM P(3,OSDABR,ABI,BHR1e-HI i,ER3,E13) 




























GO TO 50C 
221 WF(J) = lA/DSQR'T(R(J}) 
IN G(J) = RI(J)/R(J) 
222 CO NT IINU E
 








424 ALMBA(J) 0 5,iFXJ )*(GS-C (J) 
ZCYC(J) = WF{J) * 0.b931500/(2.0*P*ALMEA(J)) 




















































V(2) = VSAVE 
%F(2) 6 SAVE 
ALM A(Z) = ASAVE 
ZCYC(2) =-ZSAVE 
44 OVI = V(1) 
CV2 = V(2 
544 RITE(7,800) V(1), G(I) 
WRITE(8,800) V(2), G(2) 
WIRITE(6,6 V(1) ,G(1),ALtIBA(I),WF(i),ZCYC(1) 
23 WRITE(6,7) V(2),G(2),ALt-3A(2),WF(2),ZCYC(2}­
25 CCNT INUE 
GO TO 14 
9999 STOP 9999 
END 
SUSRGUTINE BESJ(X,,(,,BJ,O,IER) 
AIPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-ZJ 
'REAL*4 X4 
BJ=.O 
iF (N)10, 20,20 
10 IER=1 
RETURN 


















BPgE V=. 0 
-IF(X-5.)50,60,60
 

























GO TO 130 
120 JT=1 
130 Y2=M-2 

















































































































XY0=B--( P 0*0 SIN (A)+Q0*DCOS (A)
 



















50 	SUM=SUm+1./DFLOAT (L-1) 
60 	FL=L 
T S=T-SUM 
TERM=(TER;,-M(-X2 )/FL*-2)* 1.-1./(F L*TS)) 
76 	YO=YO+TERM 





















90 IF(N-1) ICO, 100, 130 
100 IF(N)1l0,120,i10 
110 BY=Y1 
GO TO 170 
120 SY=YO 




























SUBROUTI NE COMP(NA,8,CC,EREI) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) 

































































PR,=2. TR AR+2.cT I' A,I
 
P I= 2. *TI ';AR-2./*,TR*AI
 














































































10 READ(5,1) IS,IPREMARK 
IF '(IS) 11,11,20 
1 tJ=N+1
 
IF {UP) 13,14,13 
13 CALL-PAGEMD
 
WRIT E (6,3) 
N=1
 
14 IF (N-49) 15,16,15 
lo N=O 
15 RITE(6,2) REMARK 
.,GO TO 10 
1 











I FCRMAT(' IRUN NO. '2A3,15X, OATE ',2A4,14X,'PAGE NO.. 








































" ATT 1.51C79' 
Gl" 	TO I0 
9 ATT=4.712339
 






12 	 ATN=ATT 
RETURN ­
13 ATN=O.
 
RETURN
 
14 	ATT=3.141593
 
GO TO 10
 
END
 
:ILE ­
126
 
